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Council considers taking Hart Park
City will discuss whether to make a formal request to transfer ownership due to proximity to Newhall
By Caleb Lunetta
Signal Senior Staff Writer

The Santa Clarita City
Council is set Tuesday to
discuss whether to request
that Los Angeles County transfer ownership of

William S. Hart Park to the
city.
The formal request
would follow years of informal requests made by
the city due to the park’s
proximity to the refurbished Old Town Newhall,

it being home to a number of city events, such as
the annual Cowboy Festival, and it being connected to a number of other local events, programs and
historical portions of the
community.

“While still a question
the council will have to
decide …since the city of
Santa Clarita was incorporated in 1987, there has
been interest in adding
William S. Hart Park to the
city’s park system,” Carrie

Lujan, a spokeswoman for
the city, said on Friday. “In
fact, the first city manager,
the late George Caravalho,
requested that Los Angeles
County give the park to the
city.”
Since Hart’s death in

1946, the county of Los
Angeles has owned and
operated the 160-acre park,
which includes William
S. Hart Park, the William
S. Hart Museum, historic
Heritage Junction, many
See HART, A8

Detectives
ask for
community’s
help finding
2 children

Deputies: Alleged abduction
of two girls occurred on
Thursday afternoon in Sylmar
By Caleb Lunetta
Signal Senior Staff Writer

Dan Watson/The Signal

The Blue Team defenders surround Red Team runner Kyle Josing during the 2021 Turkey Bowl game with the
Blue Team winning 34-28 at Rio Norte Junior High School in Valencia on Friday.

Slinging the blues
Blue Team edges out Red Team, 34-28, in the annual Turkey Bowl

By Jose Herrera
Signal Staff Reporter

C

heers of excitement burst from the sidelines as the
eighth-graders clashed in a competitive game of
flag football at Rio Norte Junior High School in
Valencia.
The eighth-grade students at Rio Norte participated
Friday in the annual Turkey Bowl – the annual football
game tradition that began when the school opened its
doors in 2003. Each year, eighth-grade students are put
onto either the red or blue team and compete to bolster
school spirit before the holiday break.
“Anything that can bring the community and school
community together is worth doing,” said Vince Ferry,
principal of Rio Norte Junior High School. “You can see
it’s very spirited out here. It’s fun to see that spirit alive at
the school.”
The blue team won 34-28. School staff awarded the
See TURKEY, A6

New shelter raises $2M

Dan Watson/The Signal

The Blue Team celebrates with the Turkey Bowl
championship trophy.
Private party vehicles only please

Signal Senior Staff Writer

As work toward building the Santa Clarita
Valley’s first permanent
homeless shelter continues, Bridge to Home
announced
Thursday
it’d raised more than $2

million thus far.
While funds from Los
Angeles County’s Measure H, the quarter-cent
sales tax for homelessness services, along
with funds donated by
the city of Santa Clarita, are expected to be
See SHELTER, A5
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Bridge to Home hits Phase 1 goal
By Emily Alvarenga

Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department Major
Crimes Bureau detectives are asking for the public’s
help in locating two Santa Clarita Valley foster children who were allegedly abducted by their biological
mother on Thursday.
In a press bulletin released Friday, Sheriff’s Department personnel said the alleged abduction of the
two girls had occurred at approximately 5:25 p.m.
Thursday from Olive View Medical Center, located at
14445 Olive View Drive in Sylmar.
The suspect has been identified as 42-year-old Angela Doroteo, a Hispanic woman and Van Nuys resident, according to the Major Crimes Bureau press
release.
“She is the biological mother of the two children,
but previously lost her parental rights,” the press release stated. “She and an unknown male adult took her
two children by force as their foster mother was taking
them to a doctor’s appointment at Olive View Medical Center.”
According to investigators, Doroteo is said to have
physically assaulted the children’s foster mother before she and the man with her pulled the two children
out of the victim’s vehicle.
“Doroteo and the unknown male pulled the children
out of the vehicle, placed them in a dark gray Chevrolet Malibu, and fled the scene,” read the press bulletin.
“That vehicle was recovered a short time later not far
from the crime scene.”
The Sheriff’s Department Major Crimes BureauMetro Detail led a search for the kids, but neither them
nor their biological mother had yet been found as of
Friday afternoon.
“It is believed they may be headed to Mexico,”
reads the bulletin.
See CHILDREN, A6
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Today in history
Today is the 324th day of 2021 and the 60th day of
autumn.
Today’s history: In 1789, New Jersey became the first
state to ratify the Bill of Rights.
n In 1945, the Nuremberg Trials against World War II
Nazi war criminals began.
n In 1962, President John F. Kennedy lifted the
blockade against Cuba in response to the Soviet Union
removing its missiles from the Caribbean nation.
n In 1969, a group of Native American activists took
control of Alcatraz Island in an unarmed occupation that
would last until June 1971.
n In 1985, Microsoft Corp. released the Windows 1.0
graphical operating system.
Today’s fact: Democratic Sen. Robert Byrd of West
Virginia was the longest-serving senator in U.S. history,
with more than 50 years of service from 1959 to 2010.
Today’s sports: In 1997, A.C. Green played in his
907th consecutive NBA game, a record that he would
extend to 1,192 games.
Today’s quote: “In every encounter between human
beings there is a pace set that belongs to them, and
that will be taken up in its own rhythm whenever they
are together.” -- Nadine Gordimer, “None to Accompany
Me”
Today’s number: 24 -- defendants at the start of the
Nuremberg Trials, which began this date in 1945.
Today’s moon: Between full moon (Nov. 19) and last
quarter moon (Nov. 27).

Birthdays

Edwin Hubble (1889-1953), astronomer; Alistair Cooke
(1908-2004), TV host; Robert Byrd (1917-2010),
senator; Nadine Gordimer (1923-2014), writer; Robert
F. Kennedy (1925-1968), senator; Estelle Parsons
(1927- ), actress; Richard Dawson (1932-2012), actor/
TV host; Don DeLillo (1936- ), author; Joe Biden (1942), 46th U.S. president; Rickson Gracie (1958- ), martial
artist; Joel McHale (1971- ), actor/comedian; Future
(1983- ), rapper.
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Snow, rain and naked
guy CHP wrestling

H

owdy saddlepals.
Hope midNovember is
being kind to you. While
it may be certainly nonArctic Circle down here
in the Santa Clarita, do
make sure you take a
fashionable and Western
winter coat. We’ll be
heading into some unusual
SCV snowdrifts along
some of our stops.
It’s a most interesting
trek ahead, filled with
all manner of gee-whiz
historical histrionics that
will certainly make the
SCV Ladies Auxiliary
purse their lips and vow
to alert the pastor. What
can I say. A little bit of
wickedness makes us
interesting.
Emphasis on the “little
bit…”
The Mystic? It’s
yonder. Let urge our
noble steeds forward and
please. Unless you just
moved here, don’t actually
say, “Click-Click” when
you engage yon steed in
gear…

WAY BACK WHEN &
THEN SOME
FOR THE BOIDS —
Back on Nov. 18, 1849,
world-famous painter
of things wild, John
Woodhouse Audubon,
camped out in Castaic
to paint birds. I can’t
even fathom that —
carting around inks,
paints, sketch pads, and
canvases in the harshest
of conditions. Johnny
was the son of famed
ornithologist John James
Audubon. Even today,
the Castaic area is still a
rest stop for migratory
bird species. A little
trivia? J.W. Audubon’s
wife, Lucy, was the
family’s breadwinner in
the early years of their
marriage. While J.W. was
out sketching, his wife
turned their home into a
schoolhouse.
THE 8TH-STREET
VAUDEVILLIAN —
World-famous entertainer
Charlie Mack was born
in Kansas on Nov. 22,
1887. He was half of the
duo of Mack & Moran,
two popular comics who
starred in countless radio
shows, vaudeville acts,
the stage and movies.
In blackface. They
were famous for their
laconic delivery and the
catchphrase everyone in
America was repeating,
“Why bring that up?”
Another famous line for
20 years in the country
was, “Who wants a worm,
anyway?” It was the
constant punchline to,
“The early bird catches the
worm…!” Mack built his
famous stone house that
still sits atop 8th Street
in Newhall today, along
with two other properties
with stone houses. It was
Mack’s dream to build
an artists’ colony on 8th,
Wayman and Arcadia.
W.C. Fields used to rent
one of his houses.
LAND MOGUL FOR
A DAY — Back on Nov.
22, 1862, the controversial
Gen. Edward Fitzgerald
Beale drew up a map
that would grant Jose
Covarrubias the massive

her political foes sent in a
complaint, noting that her
home was technically 10
feet outside of the school
district boundary. She was
forced to resign.

NOVEMBER 20,
1941
Castec/Fort Tejon land
grand. There’s always
confusion between
Castec and Castaic. The
original Castec was near
Fort Tejon. Anywho.
Before the days of
teachers’ unions, Jose
Maria Covarrubias was
a teacher and connected
to powerful interests in
Sacramento. Beale at
the time was surveyor
general for California
and Nevada. He was up
for the U.S. surveyor
general, but President
Abraham Lincoln nixed
the promotion with his
famous quip about Beale
“…tending to become
master of all he surveys.”
First, Beale was behind
some highly spurious
measurement scams on
the land grant. Second?
Beale bought the acreage a
year later from the school
teacher. And yup. That’s
the same Beale our very
own historic Beale’s Cut
is named after today.

NOVEMBER 20,
1921

DID WE USE
INSTANT OATMEAL?
— Your Mighty Signal,
ever on the cutting edge,
made fun of a visiting
lecturer, Arthur Brisbane.
The good doctor talked
about the Earth being
several billion years old.
The Signal, in the form of
Editor/Publisher Blanche
Brown, felt the number
of birthday cake candles
should be closer to a
couple of thousand.
ONE OF OUR
LONGEST UNSOLVED
CASES — Murder most
foul visited the Newhall
Village a century ago this
day. Bill Fagan, a drifter,
was shot and thrown
into the railroad ditch
on the side of today’s
Railroad Avenue. Fagan’s
killer? Never found. If
I gave retired Sgt. Artie
Thompson’s home
number as a tip line, he’d
find new ways to beat me
up…
HISTORICAL
FIRST, RE: THE
ABOVE — The
following is the first
emoji to appear in a Time
Ranger column :=). I’VE
NEVER SEEN THAT
ONE…DID YOU MEAN
: - ) WITHOUT THE
SPACES

NOVEMBER 20,
1931

ALASKA SNEAKS
UP ON US — Winter
hit early. And hard. The
mercury dipped into the
low 20s, leaving the hills
nicely blanketed with
snow.
I’D RENT 10
FEET FROM THE
NEIGHBORS — Mrs.
George Sheaffer was
recalled from the Agua
Dulce school board on
this date. Seems one of

A HORRIFIC
ACCIDENT — Just
over the hill from Santa
Clarita, in the 7,000-footlong train tunnel in the
Santa Susanna Mountains,
a cattle train caught fire,
suffocating 400 cattle and
five men. The cattle train
took over 12 hours to
burn. Five other railroad
men managed to escape
with their lives.
THINK THIS
MIGHT BE ONE
OF THOSE MIXED
MESSAGES HERE —
On this date, someone
robbed the Forrest Park
cabin of Ernest Gattner.
What did they take? A
pair of lady’s shoes and a
crucifix.

NOVEMBER 20,
1951

AND NARY A ONE
HAD A COMPUTER
NOR SENSITIVITY
TRAINING — From
grades kindergarten to
sixth, there was a total of
932 students attending
the four schools here —
Newhall, Saugus, Castaic,
and Sulphur Springs.
THIS WILL BE ON
THE THANKSGIVING
FINAL — Turkey
production slowly
vanished from the
SCV, migrating to the
neighboring Antelope
Valley. They sold about
250,000 birds in 1951
prior to Thanksgiving.
Locally, Paul Greenelsh
of Railroad Canyon was
the turkey king. He sold
only about 1,000 gobblers.
A little ag info for you
yuppies: A turkey will
eat about 90-120 pounds
of feed in its lifetime
(about seven months) and
about 5 pounds of feed
puts on one pound on
a bird. Turkeys eat fish
meal, corn, soy, alfalfa
along with penicillin,
auromycin, terramycin,
bacitracin and maybe a
couple of other antibiotics.
WHY WE DON’T
SANDPAPER,
LIGHTLY SALT &
PUT POLITICIANS
IN THE STOCKS IS
BEYOND ME — We
complain about being
overtaxed in 2021. We
complained about being
overtaxed in 1951.
Seventy years back, an
unmarried worker earning
$2 an hour made $80
a week. Of that figure,
17% — or, $13.60 — was
taken out in federal taxes
alone.
WHY WE DON’T
SANDPAPER,
LIGHTLY SALT &
PUT POLITICIANS
IN THE STOCKS IS
BEYOND ME, PART
II — Interesting timing
regarding the above. Local
Alf Clark sent a letter to
The Signal, suggesting
that the bald eagle be
stripped of its title as
the national bird. Clark
suggested the noble bird
of prey be replaced by the
woodpecker. Clark felt

My Green Lawn 2
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ASK FOR LUIS SANCHEZ
323-791-8204
EMAIL: MYGREENLAWN2@AOL.COM
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the woodpecker was more
symbolic of the American
worker. He wrote: “The
harder a woodpecker
works, the further in the
hole he gets...”
AND 70 YEARS
LATER, THE
PICTURE HAS
COMPLETELY
CHANGED — Nineteen
illegal aliens from Mexico
were arrested on a private
bus in Newhall. Amongst
them, they had over
$3,400 in cash from the
picking season. They
were deported and their
money returned. As one
local farmer noted, “Local
officers are not inclined
to blame the illegal
visitors for hunting for
and accepting stoop work.
There is much to be done
and American labor shies
away from this type of
handiwork.”

NOVEMBER 18,
1957

AND TOM FREW
STILL HAS 486
OVERDUE BOOKS
OUT, WITH FINES
TOTALING MANY
BILLIONS OF
DOLLARS — On
this date, they had the
ribbon cutting for the
new Newhall Library on
9th Street. A staggering
10,000 titles were housed
inside, including, of
course, The Mighty
Signal.

NOVEMBER 20,
1961

RAIN AND
TURKEYS? THEY
DON’T MIX. —
Thanksgiving weekend
there were 21 major traffic
accidents with 21 major
injuries here in the Santa
Clarita. On the bright side,
there were no fatalities.
The Highway Patrol noted
that most of the accidents
were due to people driving
too fast on the rain-slick
highways. That’s a part of
history we wish wouldn’t
repeat. Oh. By the way.
Thanksgiving fell early in
1961, on Nov. 23.
HERE’S A
SPECIALIZED
CAREER (BUT NO
SMOOCHING ON
THE JOB) — The Signal
want ads were searching
for a small but strong
individual who didn’t
mind climbing trees to cut
down mistletoe the month
before Christmas. Paid 75
cents an hour.

NOVEMBER 20,
1971

NO TURKEYS FOR
YOU!! — Just before the
holidays, locals who were
on food stamps received
a shocking notice. All
SCV residents had been
“accidentally” dropped
from the welfare computer
and would not be
receiving benefits unless
they reapplied in either
Reseda or downtown L.A.
I know. I know.
“What’s holding you
up?” you grumble. Our
irreplaceable web/guru/
tech deity has been
under doctor’s care. As
he’s an atheist, do say
prayers for him. Annoys
the heck out of the guy.
We do have our web site
— johnbostonbooks.com
— up and running. It’s
still under construction,
but we’ve been under the
spell of internet demons.
We shall — overcome.
First new offering of
the three-volume set is
Volume 1 of “Ghouls,
Ghosts, Myths & Monsters
— The Most Haunted
Town in America.” That’d
be us. In the meantime,
you can buy Boston’s
“Melancholy Samurai,”
“Naked Came the
Sasquatch” and other of
his books on Amazon.com
or https://www.amazon.
com/John-Boston/e/
B000APA0H8?ref=dbs_a_
mng_rwt_scns_share. If
you liked the book, would
you mind leaving a kind
5-star review…?
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UCLA Health Sponsored Advertorial

UCLA Health Brings World-Class Cancer Care to SCV
By Perry Smith | Signal Managing Editor
UCLA Health is the No. 1-ranked cancer center in California and the No. 3 health center in the
nation in the latest U.S. News & World Report listing of Best Hospitals. For residents of Santa Clarita
Valley, there’s no competition when it comes to accessing the best in health care and treatment.
All of UCLA Health’s resources — the state-of-the-art technology, access to leading-edge clinical
trials and an unsurpassed level of patient care — are now all available in one center, and it’s in
their backyard.

The U.S. News & World Report rankings looked at each hospital's patient outcomes, along with other factors such as
“the quality of their experience and whether the hospital is adequately staﬀed.” UCLA Health’s ranking was no surprise
to those who’ve worked to build and maintain its reputation as a world leader in research and care.

Bringing world-renowned care to the SCV
“That’s the unique beneit for the community and the unique beneit to the
patient and the patient’s family – getting that care close to home,” said Dr. Michael Steinberg, chair of UCLA Health’s Department of Radiation Oncology
and director of Clinical Aﬀairs for the UCLA Jonsson Comprehensive Cancer
Center. “Another particularly important part of cancer care is that we run hundreds of clinical trials, which are associated with state-of-the-art care — not
only in terms of what’s being oﬀered to the patient, but in how a patient’s care
and outcomes are monitored as part of the rigors of running a trial.”
One of the true diﬀerence makers for UCLA in terms of the rankings, Dr. Steinberg noted, was in patient care, where
year after year the medical staﬀ earns top marks for treatment, attention to detail and patient-irst policies. That means
anytime a staﬀ member enters the room, whether it’s a physician or a member of the environmental services staﬀ, a patient’s needs are addressed.

A patient-erst philosophy
The Santa Clarita Radiation Oncology facility for the UCLA Jonsson Comprehensive Cancer Center has been fully operational in Santa Clarita for several months, under the guidance of Dr. Michael Xiang.
It was UCLA Health’s collaborative culture and prioritization of patient care that attracted Dr. Xiang, who did his undergraduate studies at MIT and graduate education at Harvard Medical School before completing his residency at Stanford.
Dr. Xiang was drawn to the opportunity to create new resources for Santa Clarita Valley residents. His team now provides leading-edge cancer care, drawing on resources from one of the nation’s leading cancer programs. Dr. Xiang
prides himself on being involved with every patient who’s treated at the Santa Clarita facility.
“What really drew me to the ield was seeing oncology patients during my training, caring for them, and really appreciating the fact that cancer is such a signiicant, life-changing diagnosis. Patients feel so vulnerable, and they have so
many questions — it can be a very scary time for a lot of people,” Dr. Xiang explained. “But being able to help guide patients through this period, and to be able to cure or palliate — that's really an honor and a privilege.”

Growing resources in the SCV
With a fully operational center in the Santa Clarita Valley, Dr. Xiang and his team are capable of treating every type of
cancer – breast, prostate, lung, head and neck, gastrointestinal and digestive tract, gynecological, lymphoma, brain and
CNS, bladder, skin, sarcoma, (oligo)metastatic and palliative.
Because the Santa Clarita facility is part of the UCLA Jonsson Comprehensive Cancer Center, it provides all the services
and treatment that might be required, Dr. Steinberg noted, meaning residents no longer have to leave the area to receive any component of their care. These services include medical oncology, genetic counseling, integrative care
through the Simms/Mann Center, breast cancer surgery, interventional imaging care, transfusions, radiation oncology
and access to clinical trials.

The beneets of being closer to home
Treatment of cancer can take weeks of daily radiation appointments and, in
rarer cases, even months. Since the Santa Clarita facility's opening over the
summer, Dr. Xiang has seen the incredible impact that having these resources
locally has meant to his patients. A mom who was battling breast cancer was
also taking care of family members with special needs, Dr. Xiang mentioned,
and twice-daily, hours-long trips away from her home for treatment at another
center would have been a huge burden on her family. When the team
at the UCLA Santa Clarita Radiation Oncology facility was able to oﬀer
a once-daily state-of-the-art treatment approach and a much closer drive, she was extremely grateful for the impact it
Another patient who resides in Santa Clarita, and was undergoing treatment for prostate cancer at the UCLA oﬃce in
West Los Angeles prior to the opening of the SCV facility, was incredibly appreciative that Dr. Xiang and his team were
able to seamlessly transfer his treatment to his hometown. It shaved more than two hours from his commute time and
made it much easier on his family and his support system.

Making a diﬀerence
In only a few months of operation in the Santa Clarita location, Dr. Xiang has experienced dozens of stories on the positive impact the facility has had on the quality of life for patients throughout North Los Angeles County, a coverage area
that extends into the Antelope Valley and Conejo Valley. And Dr. Xiang knows these recent advances are just the beginning. He expects the treatment oﬀerings to grow as UCLA Health’s leading-edge research and clinical trials uncover
new ways to treat and cure oncology patients. For example, the ETHOS Machine at the Santa Clarita Radiation Oncology
facility provides adaptive radiotherapy that can minimize the powerful impacts that radiation can have on healthy cells,
as well as provide more focused treatment, using artiicial intelligence and the latest in imaging. It is one of only 11 such
Patient Patty Rowdon of Canyon Country wanted to share her story, to spread the word about what a fantastic resource
is now in the Santa Clarita Valley. She couldn’t thank Dr. Xiang and his team enough for not only making her feel like
family while she was receiving their care, but also how eﬀective the treatment was and how the location made the process so much easier on her and her family at one of the most diﬃcult times of their lives.
“I couldn't have gotten through it without UCLA Health,” Rowdon said. “Having that radiation center here now, it's
going to mean so much to so many women — the convenience of having that here. If I can make one or 20 women feel
as comfortable and as secure in a place that (the team at UCLA Health’s Santa Clarita Radiation Oncology medical oﬃce)

About the UCLA Health Santa Clarita Radiation Oncology
medical oﬃce
The UCLA Health Santa Clarita Radiation Oncology medical oﬃce oﬀers in-person and telemedicine appointments, as well as same-day availability for urgent
concerns. Dr. Michael Xiang, who leads the center, is comprehensively trained
to treat all cancer types and sites of disease. The oﬃces are located at 27235
Tourney Road, Suite 1400, Santa Clarita, and can be reached at 661-287-0010.
www.uclahealth.org/locations/santa-clarita-radiation-oncology

Unless otherwise stated, the views and
opinions expressed are those of the
respective authors and do not necessarily
represent the views of The Signal.

Opinion

Contact: Tim Whyte
Signal Editor
Phone: 661-287-5591
Email: letters@signalscv.com
Mail: 25060 Avenue Stanford, Suite 141,
Santa Clarita, CA 91355
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The Yahoos Will
Riot No Matter
the Outcome

Drawing Conclusions — Jeff Stahler

O

n Thursday afternoon, as the country was still awaiting
the decision on the Kyle Rittenhouse murder trial, the
yahoos outside the courthouse in Kenosha were ready

to riot.
Guilty, not guilty, hung jury or mistrial – it wouldn’t matter to them what the verdict will be on the homicide charges
against Rittenhouse.
The yahoos are going to make trouble in the streets whether
they are enraged by the jury’s decision or pleased by it.
They’ve been taking
photos of the jurors and
Michael
threatening them to vote
the “right” way – which
means not acquitting Rittenhouse on grounds of
COMMENTARY
self-defense. They’ve also
been sending death threats
to the judge.
The 500 members of Wisconsin’s National Guard that have
been called in to handle the expected post-verdict violence will
probably keep the yahoos from burning down what’s left of
Kenosha.
But as we know, the National Guard has arrived a year and a
half too late. The city of 100,000 will probably never recover.
Kenosha’s fate is to live on as the symbol of what happens to
a town when spineless politicians and the deplorable liberal media allow, encourage and justify violent and destructive protests
in the name of social justice.
The trial of Kyle Rittenhouse is the latest proof of how hopelessly the country is split between Republicans and Democrats
on almost every issue.
Trump, the 2020 election, the so-called “insurrection” of Jan.
6, immigration policy, critical race theory in schools ….
Everything political is
a 50-50 split and the biased mainstream media
always take the progressive side.
The liberal media have
never stopped cheering
for the arrests and prolonged imprisonments
of some of the Trump
people who broke into
the Capitol on Jan. 6.
But you never heard
the media call for the
arrest and prosecution
of the “peaceful” rioters
who burned Kenosha
and repeatedly rioted in
a dozen other cities like
Portland last summer.
And if any clown in
the liberal media – Joy
Reid of MSNBC comes
to mind — has expressed
outrage at the yahoos for
threatening the jurors
and the judge in the Rittenhouse case, it’s flown
under my radar.
The big liberal media
are so blinded by their
hate of flyover country
people, Republicans,
Trump and kids like Rittenhouse they don’t care
that President Brandon
called the 17-year-old “a
white supremacist” just
two days after he shot
and killed Joseph Rosenbaum and Anthony Huber and wounded Gaige
Grosskreutz on Aug. 25,
2020.
Ever since last summer, the media have
done their best to make
the public think that Rittenhouse was a junior
white nationalist, that he
was illegally carrying a rifle, that he had no right to be in Kenosha where his father lived and that he was a vigilante looking to
kill protesters.
The liberal media deliberately spread those lies and slanted
their journalism for more than a year — until the televised Rittenhouse trial showed America the truth.
How long did it take for you to learn from the media that Rittenhouse’s victims all were white?
Or that one of the dead ones was a convicted pedophile with
a serious violent streak? That the other fatality was a felon
convicted in a strangulation case who was recently accused of
domestic abuse?
Or that the guy who got his forearm blown off had drawn a
loaded Glock from his ankle holster and pointed it at Rittenhouse’s face?
If you only watched MSNBC and CNN and didn’t watch the
trial, you’d have thought Rittenhouse’s victims were good guys
with families who cared deeply for social justice.
The liberal media never questioned what the yahoos were
doing in the burning streets of Kenosha, but they all agreed Rittenhouse didn’t belong there.
Maybe he didn’t belong there. Maybe he should have stayed
home and watched Kenosha burn like most of the adults in
town did.
But the reality is, if you tell the cops to stand down, you can
be sure some people will stand up.
Someone had to try to defend the city from the yahoos.
The tragedy – and the main reason Kenosha burned and two
people died – is that, because the adults in charge of the town
hid behind their locked doors, kids like Rittenhouse had to go
out to do their job.
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Michael Reagan, the son of President Ronald Reagan, is an
author, speaker and president of the Reagan Legacy Foundation. His column is distributed exclusively by Cagle Cartoons
newspaper syndicate.

A Tale of Three Chrysalises

I

f you’ve read any of my columns you know that, each
summer, I have the distinct
pleasure of welcoming monarch
butterflies to visit my backyard
and lay their eggs on the milkweed plants I have had for a few
years. It is always a special time
for me to see the caterpillars feed
on the plants and get bigger and
bigger until it’s time to make a
cocoon. I love to come home from
work and check on them. The perceived safety of simply being able
to wrap yourself up and take the
time to become the butterfly you
were meant to be is something I
champion.
I suppose that is a beautiful metaphor for all of us to think about.
Imagine something so innate deep
within that you know what needs
to be done to become your complete self? Ah the simplicity!
I would check on my chrysalises every morning and evening. I
kept track of the requisite amount
of time it took for the monarch
to develop and waited for them
to emerge. During the summer
of 2020 I had so many caterpillars and butterflies, they were
everywhere. It was the summer of
COVID-19, and I think it really
helped me to see that life, as difficult and uneasy as it was during
that time, could still find a way to
share the beauty and help us rise
above the situation that we were
all enmeshed in.
One caterpillar decided to
make a cocoon on my screen door
handle just outside my bedroom.
I told my husband not to use that
door to go outside until it had
emerged and was safe. I’ll admit
he looked at me and thought...
seriously? In the end I won him
over and, much to my surprise one
evening when I got home, he said,
“Jenny come here, I want to show
you something.” I walked out to
the backyard, and he pointed to a
caterpillar that was sitting on the
milkweed and proudly said, “I
rescued it. It was trying to hang on
near the kitchen window and I got
a leaf and held it close so it could
climb on it, after that I put it on
this branch.”
I thanked him and told him,
soon it will make a cocoon, and
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congratulations you have just
completed your first course of
Butterfly 101. He looked at me
and I think he thought that I was
a little over the top with all this
caterpillar stuff, but I knew I had
made a believer out of him.
I recalled many years back
when my stepmother had given
me a fountain sculpture made
from tree bark with little holes and
cups in and on it so you could run
water through it as a fountain. It
had stopped working but I kept
the sculpture near the back door
and one day I saw a carpenter
bee fly into one of the openings.
In fact there were a few of them,
and each day they would go off
on their journey and return home.
Every now and then the queen bee
would emerge. It was fascinating
to watch.
One evening my husband was
barbecuing and he had a plate of
burgers, and the bees were a little
too close and buzzing around. He
was at the screen door, and he
said, “It’s me or the bees!” I went
outside and told him I was sorry
and that I would move the sculpture to the side yard away from
everything. He thanked me and to
this day it’s still in the backyard,
albeit far away from the barbecue
and the back door. I would venture to guess they’re on their 10th
generation and to this day they
still reside there.
So, you can imagine my surprise when he had rescued the caterpillar, having had experienced
the carpenter bee discussion years
ago.
This past summer I didn’t have
as many caterpillars as the prior
year. In fact, I would sit and look
for cocoons and be delighted with
each one I would find. One was
nestled on a branch in a potted
plant that housed my lime tree;
well, you can’t really call it a tree.

I only get one lime a year but suffice to say the cocoon was there.
Another one was on the plant
right near the back door, and another had made its home behind
the fountain. After about 10 days
it became obvious that two of
the chrysalises were not going
to have a butterfly emerge. I was
disappointed.
One morning I went to look at
the cocoon by the back door. It
was still hanging from the branch
that had many leaves on it. I saw
that the coloring was off, and I
knew it wasn’t going do anything
else. I stared at the surrounding
branches, and something caught
my eye. Sitting behind the cocoon was another one. This one
was open, showing that indeed a
butterfly had emerged. I wondered what the chances were that I
would even have had the opportunity to see it. Throughout the end
of summer, the monarchs would
fly around the hillside above my
house, they would visit intermittently, and I would hold my arm
out and whisper, “Land on me!”
As the autumn season arrived, and the slight change of the
weather, I knew that it was almost
time to prune my milkweed plants
and let their period of dormancy
begin. Thinking about next summer and my chance to do the “butterfly gig” again was comforting,
and just as I was settling into the
changing of the seasons, something quite magical occurred. I
was in my front yard looking at
the plants deciding if any needed
tending to when I saw a caterpillar near my succulents. It wasn’t a
Monarch caterpillar; this one was
different. It was brown in color
and curled upward a bit as if it
was preparing to make a cocoon.
After work, it was still sitting on
the leaf of one of my succulents.
The next day I went to look for
it, but it wasn’t there. But honestly, just having the chance to continue the “butterfly gig” into early
November was quite special.
I thanked Mother Nature for her
nurture, generosity and for extending her gift to me once again.
Jennifer Danny is a Santa Clarita resident.

Letters to the EDITOR
False Assertions on Vaccine

Thomas Oatway (letters, Nov. 16) continues the
wrongheaded assertion that only conservatives are
responsible for the 42% (his number) of the eligible
population who are not fully vaccinated. Of note is
that President Joe Biden stated Nov. 17 that 80% of
eligible Americans have gotten at least one injection.
Mr. Oatway also asserts that the 42% are Fox
News watchers and that Fox is telling the public to
“resist vaccination.” He provides no proof and is incapable of providing any names because the claim is
piffle. As an aside, FOX must be gleeful with a 42%
viewership. That’s quite an audience.
There is a huge difference between anti-vaccination and anti-mandate, in this case by government
officials. There are hundreds of thousands of public
employees, union members and others marching in
the nation’s streets against the mandates and disclosure of what should be private health information.
They are hardly all conservatives.
The complaining letter to the editor noticeably
failed to mention the original anti-vaccination people
— Biden and Vice President Kamala Harris, among
other well-known Democrats. They declared so in

the summer of 2020 and up until Biden-Harris took
office. Absurdly, the formula never changed with the
new administration, just the politics.
Americans now know that tens of thousands of illegal border crossers are COVID-positive, yet they
are being welcomed into our country and escorted to
a location of their choice. COVID-19 be damned; no
mask, no 6-foot distancing, etc. Secondly, Biden’s
mandates exempt all of Congress and their staffs.
Perhaps Mr. Oatway’s anemic “vaccinate-all” crusade could focus on those two matters.
Another declaration in the letter is that the unvaccinated are a “societal problem.” It is not the job
of the unvaccinated to protect the vaccinated; that is
the vaccine’s job.
Not getting vaccinated isn’t near the societal problem that chosen ignorance and proliferating lies are.
Betty Arenson
Valencia

Submit a Letter to the Editor

Include name, address & phone number; Anonymous
letters are not printed; Email: letters@signalscv.com.
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DUI suspect leads
Committee set to vote on
Executive Legislative Platform freeway pursuit
By Caleb Lunetta
Signal Senior Staff Writer

In its upcoming meeting, the Santa Clarita
City Council Legislative
Committee is set to discuss and vote on adopting
the Santa Clarita 2022
Legislative Platform that,
among other things, adds
language with regard to
recent criminal justice
reform and public health
mandates.
Each year, the City
Council
Legislative
Committee
discusses
and votes on an Executive and Legislative Platform that outlines policy statements regarding

legislative and regulatory
issues that are of interest
to the city that are then
sent to Congress and the
state Legislature.
Among a number of
their traditional policy
stances, such as supporting legislation that assists the city with disaster
preparedness, transportation and water resources, the 2022 platform
also includes two new
provisions.
“Revisions proposed
in the draft Santa Clarita
2022 Executive and Legislative Platform include
adding opposition of administrative or legislative actions to preempt

judicial discretion in the
review and sentencing of
misdemeanors and felonies and support for public health orders to be
based on local data and
input,” reads the committee agenda item.
The only position that
has been fully removed
from the latest draft plan
— but had been there in
years past — is one that
declares the city’s support for financial assistance in building a new
Santa Clarita Valley
Sheriff’s Station.
On Thursday, the new
station on Golden Valley
Road formally opened
following 50 years at the

station’s previous Magic Mountain Parkway
location.
Small wording changes were also made to a
handful of other positions, ranging from telecommunications,
to
broadband to homelessness issues.
Open to members of
the public, the City Council Legislative Committee special meeting is
set to begin at 4:30 p.m.
on Tuesday at City Hall,
in the Orchard Room on
the first floor. The committee currently includes
City Council members
Cameron Smyth and Jason Gibbs.

SHELTER
Continued from A1

the major source of revenue to build this new
campus, Bridge to Home
launched the Building
the Bridge capital campaign to raise the last
$2.5 million from the
community before the
county will release funds
to begin construction.
The site at the Drayton Street location of
the previous shelter is
ready for construction
of the 19,000-squarefoot permanent building
that is expected to accommodate up to 92 individuals, with up to 32
of those in eight attached
single-family apartmentstyle units.
“The board wishes to
thank the entire community for embracing
this project and for helping to ‘Build the Bridge’
for those experiencing
homelessness in our valley,” Tracey Carpentier, chairwoman of the
board, said in a prepared
statement. “I am grateful
to all who have supported
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Rendering of plans for the Bridge to Home permanent homeless shelter in Santa Clarita.
this campaign… Building this shelter will support the enhanced services Bridge to Home has
successfully developed
to help house people
more quickly than ever
before.”
Thus far, the campaign
has received donations
from local churches,

ALL-IN-ONE

MEDICARE
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as
low
as

civic
organizations,
community leaders and
residents in business
and industry, as well as
from the entire board of
directors, according to
Carpentier.
Bridge to Home hopes
to raise the remaining
$500,000 for its capital
campaign by early 2022

and expects to break
ground on construction in January, with the
hopes of celebrating the
opening of the permanent shelter in January
2023.
For more information
on Bridge to Home’s
capital campaign, visit
btohome.org/capital.

Deputies: Chase ended when
Valencia resident injured herself
crashing into the back of a semi

By Caleb Lunetta
Signal Senior Staff Writer

California
Highway Patrol investigators have said a local
woman was behind the
wheel and led law enforcement on an erratic pursuit Tuesday,
ending with her crashing into the back of a
semi-truck.
The woman, whose
name has not yet been
released but was described as a 43-year-old
Valencia resident, was
taken to the hospital following the crash and, as
of Friday, remained in
“serious condition,” according to law enforcement personnel.
The crash stems from
CHP officers receiving
a report at approximately 5:41 p.m. of a possible DUI driver traveling
along the southbound
side of State Route 126
in Oxnard, according to
the collision report.
“(CHP) units responded and initiated
an enforcement stop as
the vehicle increased
its speed and a pursuit ensued,” read the
CHP collision report.
“The suspect vehicle,
a 2021 GMC Denali
pickup truck driven by
a solo occupant, continued driving erratically
while traversing various
freeways.”
The
43-year-old
woman, according to
investigators, continued onto Interstate
5, through the Santa

Clarita Valley and the
Newhall Pass toward
the city of Los Angeles.
“As the suspect vehicle continued along the
southbound I-5 (Golden
State Freeway) south
of Broadway, for unknown reasons, veered
from the No. 1 lane into
the No. 3 lane, colliding
into the rear of a semitruck, causing the suspect vehicle to subsequently collide into the
concrete center divider
where it came to rest,”
reads the report. “CHP
officers attempted to
make contact with the
driver with no response
and broke out the right
front window of the
suspect vehicle in order
to gain access to the unresponsive driver.”
Officers on the scene
then performed CPR on
the woman while Los
Angeles Fire Department paramedics responded to the scene.
She was ultimately
transported to the L.A.
County University of
Southern
California
Medical Center and the
CHP listed her injury
on the crash report as
“blunt force trauma.”
The driver of the
semi-truck, identified
as a 36-year-old Rosemead man, did not sustain any injury in the
crash, according to CHP
officials.
The incident and sequence of events remain
under investigation by
the CHP Highway Patrol Major Crimes Unit.
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New SCV Sheriff’s Station sports the latest technology
Dan Watson/The Signal

The new Santa Clarita Valley Sheriff’s
Station, located on Golden Valley Road,
opened its doors to the public for the first
time on Thursday, marking the end of local L.A. County Sheriff’s Department personnel being headquartered on Magic
Mountain Parkway after 50 years. Costing approximately $68.8 million and covering 46,552 square feet, the new station
is said to house the latest state-of-theart technology, a 4,165-square-foot vehicle maintenance facility for onsite vehicle
repairs, a helipad, a Type 1 detention facility and more.

TURKEY
Continued from A1

Eighth-grader Dino
Scordia said it is his first
year attending the school
and participating in the
competition. He said it
helped that he plays football outside of school.
“It’s fun and I’m getting a little extra workout
in,” Scordia said. “It’s cool
knowing that this has been
going on for a long time
and I’m glad to continue
the tradition.”
He mentioned he was
able to score a few touchdowns and, overall, his

team played well together.
Parents, families and
students surrounded the
field and cheered on their
teams. Ferry said it’s important for the school to
engage its community in
“cool” school activities.
Assistant Principal
Thomas Flores said they
couldn’t host their annual
game last year because of
COVID-19, and he’s glad
he saw his students enjoy
the game.
“There’s a lot of energy
that we haven’t had in a
while,” Flores said. “We
have our film crew here,
our yearbook staff, and
great to have it this year.”

Dan Watson/The Signal

(Above) Red Team quarterback Jake Nuttall, left,
and receiver Brady Redding celebrate after a touchdown pass to Redding in the second half during the
2021 Turkey Bowl game at Rio Norte Junior High
School in Valencia on Friday. (Left) The Rio Norte
Junior high School cheerleaders representing the
Red and Blue Teams dance to “Cotton Eye Joe” as
they entertain at half time.

CHILDREN
Continued from A1

Although they did not release the two girls’ names,
the bulletin describes
the oldest of the two as a
7-year-old Hispanic girl,

4-feet, 3-inches tall, weighing 80 pounds, with brown
hair, brown eyes, and last
seen wearing a teal/gray
sweatshirt, dark jeans and
cowboy boots.
The younger sister is described as a 4-year-old Hispanic girl, 3-feet, 6-inches

tall, weighing 58 pounds,
and last seen wearing a
purple shirt, green skirt
and orange sandals.
Doroteo is described
as a 42-year-old Hispanic
woman, 5-feet, 7-inches
tall, weighing 200 pounds,
with brown hair and brown

eyes, and last seen wearing
a dark hooded sweatshirt
and a facemask.
The two children live
with their foster family in
the Santa Clarita Valley,
according to sources familiar with the investigation.
If you have any

Saugus teacher
honored at White
House event
By Caleb Lunetta
Signal Senior Staff Writer

Saugus High School teacher and California State
Teacher of the Year representative for 2021, Jim
Klipfel, was honored alongside 99 other teachers recently during a ceremony held at the White House.
Both President Joe Biden and First Lady Jill Biden
made speeches in front of the gathered crowd — a
group consisting of both the 2020 and 2021 recipients
of their respective states’ Teacher of the Year award
in their respective year — congratulating the teachers
on their work, especially during the pandemic.
“You’re here because you’re among the finest
group of educators in the country,” said the first lady.
She later added: “In a crowd of some of the most innovative, talented, compassionate and effective educators in our country, you all stood out.”
“I’m sure for each of you, there are people you can
look back on and they changed your life,” the president said. “Most of all, what you do, is you give us
confidence, you instill confidence.”
Biden went on to tell a story about how a teacher
changed his life for the better, giving him the confidence he needed to overcome his stutter.
“As Jill always says, teaching is not what you do,
it’s who you are,” said the president.
Klipfel was selected last year as the Teacher of the
Year candidate for the William S. Hart Union High
School District, going on to represent the district at
the county level. The social studies teacher and swim
coach at Saugus High School went on to win at the
county level and was ultimately named California’s
nominee for National Teacher of the Year.
Klipfel was honored for, in addition to his approach
in the classroom, for being “one of the first arriving
on the scene” to the Saugus High School shooting in
2019 — an event that took the lives of two students
and the gunman — and offering comfort to students
in the aftermath.
“This award is the honor of a lifetime, and something I received during an extremely challenging period of my life,” Klipfel said in a statement after he
was chosen to be the state nominee. “I am fortunate to
have a job that I love. And I am extremely grateful to
have the support of my wonderful community, inspiring colleagues and amazing students for making this
happen. This was really a school and staff of the year
honor, not just about me.”
information
regarding
the whereabouts of these
two young victims and/
or the location of the suspects, contact the Major
Crimes Bureau Hotline at
562-946-7893.
If you prefer to provide
information anonymously,

you may call “Crime Stoppers” by dialing (800)
222 TIPS (8477), use your
smartphone by downloading the “P3Tips” Mobile
APP on Google play or
the Apple App Store or
by using the website lacrimestoppers.org.
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Prepare for an annual chimney inspection
Question No. 1

Hi Robert, it’s nearing cooler weather and we are beyond
excited to have the cold days
and use our fireplace. We’ve
been in our home for three
years and use the fireplace
pretty regularly in the winter,
but have recently had conversations where we’ve been told
that we are supposed to have
a professional out annually to
clean and check the chimney.
Is this true? If so, who do we
call to have this done and why?
We’ve read your article pretty
faithfully since we’ve owned
our home but we don’t recall

this being discussed previously. We value your opinion and
will act based on your recommendation. Thank you for taking the time out to help those
of us who aren’t so handy! Jarrett E.

Answer No. 1

Jarrett, I’m glad you wrote
in now. It is imperative that
you get a professional chimney
sweep/contractor out to your
home prior to any fireplace use
this season. Three years is well
beyond the recommended time
to have the fireplace and chimney inspected and cleaned.
This is recommended annually.

Some fireplaces and chimneys
are at greater risk of damage,
especially the older pre-fab
concrete chimneys that can
crack during earthquakes and
land movement. A crack in the
chimney can be an access point
for heat to enter your home, ultimately causing a fire. There
are other factors to be checked,
which a licensed chimney
sweep can and will check prior to certifying that your fireplace and chimney are safe and
sound for use. Please do your
homework and be sure you
are hiring a licensed chimney
sweep, and follow their recommendations. I have heard cases

where an extreme “fix” is recommended, sometimes even a
complete rebuild. If you come
across anything beyond a few
minor repairs, I recommend
getting a second or even third
opinion prior to spending a life
savings on a rebuild. Do this
before lighting your fireplace
this season, and plan on an inspection annually prior to use.
Good luck.
Robert Lamoureux has more
than 40 years of experience
as a general contractor, with
separate licenses in electrical
and plumbing contracting. He
owns IMS Construction Inc. in
Valencia. His opinions are his

Robert
LAMOUREUX
YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENT

own, not necessarily those of
The Signal. Opinions expressed
in this column are not meant to
replace the recommendations
of a qualified contractor after that contractor has made
a thorough visual inspection.
Email questions to Robert at
robert@imsconstruction.com.

Time for fireplace decorating
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Sharlena Sarmast and her Great Dane Tyson stand in front her her new home,
which won HGTV’s “Rock the Block” design competition, in Canyon Country.

The winning house
By Emily Alvarenga
Signal Senior Staff Writer

While looking for a
home to purchase in Canyon Country, the Sarmasts were thrilled to
find a farmhouse-style
home that reminded the
equestrian family of
home.
The Sarmasts were
looking to move to the
Santa Clarita Valley so
Sharlena could be closer to Summerland Farms
Inc. in Sand Canyon
where she trains as a
U.S. Equestrian Federation showjumping junior
competitor.
“Our horses were already up here, so we kept
driving (back and forth)
four times a week for

lessons,” Karen Sarmast
said.
Little did they know
that the house they’d
fallen in love with was
the winning home on
HGTV’s new homedesign show, “Rock
the Block,” where four
identical homes in the
Aliento community were
renovated.
Jasmine Roth of “Hidden Potential” competed
against her fellow design stars to renovate her
home to add the most
property value, choosing
a farmhouse style that
spoke to the Sarmasts.
“We walked in and immediately ended up liking it because it was like
a barn,” Sarmast said.
“We were blown away.

My daughter was so
happy.”
Sarmast and her husband Ali moved in last
year, making the barn their
true home, with teens Pasha and Sharlena, pups
Tyson, Akira and Peter,
and horses Blue, Justin
and Finn, housed nearby.
“Tyson, our great Dane,
and our other doggies really love it there, especially the backyard and doggie trails that go through
the mountains,” added
Sarmast.
Now, Sharlena is able
to focus on training and it
looks like it’s paying off,
as she recently won the
Northern California region
championship in the children’s division at Woodside Horse Park.

Green Thumb Garden Center
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Fall Planting Time!
Colorful Cyclamen plants brighten shady areas
of the garden autumn through spring.

23734 Newhall Ave. (Old Town Newhall)
Open Daily 9am - 5:30pm (661) 259-1071

A jolly holiday season
can be made even more
merry with a roaring fire.
Homeowners often build
holiday tableaus around
the fireplace to serve as
festive backdrops. The
mantle and the fireplace
itself also may be a prime
spot to dedicate to decorating this time of year.
Even though Christmas tree fires are rare,
according to the U.S.
Fire
Administration,
when they do occur
they’re likely to be serious. That is why trees
and other flammable
decorations need to be
kept clear of gas and
wood-burning fireplaces
and stoves. In addition,
many other guidelines
should be heeded to ensure fireplaces and holiday decor safely coexist
this season.
Read
labels
on

decorative items carefully before decorating. Be
sure to only select items
that are flame-resistant
or retardent. Cherished
collectibles and other
items should always be
kept far away from open
flames and heat.
It pays to have a fireplace inspected and
cleaned for use prior to operation, advises Doherty Insurance Agency. Rely on a
trained chimney sweep,
and have the fireplace
and chimney inspected
and cleaned at least once
per year.
Even though it may be
picturesque, do not place
wrapped packages or gift
boxes near the fireplace,
as they tend to be highly
combustible. Keep presents and other flammable
items at least three feet
away from the fireplace.

Renovated Sharestream
highlights The Porch welcome
center at FivePoint Valencia.
Tsutsumida Pictures

Do not be tempted
to dispose of wrapping
paper, boxes or even a
Christmas tree in the fireplace. Wrapping paper
contains additives that
make it burn at high temperatures. A Christmas
tree hasn’t been properly
seasoned and could be a
fire hazard and potentially contribute to excessive
smoke and creosote.
Keep decorations that
kids will be tempted to
touch away from the fireplace so kids do not hang
out near the heat and
open flames.
Fireplaces are often
a focal point of holiday
decorating and entertaining. Homeowners who
want to incorporate their
fireplaces into their holiday decor must emphasize safety when doing
so.
-MC

FivePoint Valencia offers many
new home design choices.
Tsutsumida Pictures

Abundant New Home Choices & High
Value Lifestyle At FivePoint Valencia
At FivePoint Valencia, new home shoppers are visiting the welcome center, touring models and checking out amenities at this
planned community. Start with www.valencia.com, and Facebook.com/ValenciaCalifornia.
Start your personal visit with the Porch, where helpful representatives can tell you more. At Magic Mountain Parkway and
Navigation Avenue, the Porch is open weekdays 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
weekdays and 10 to 5 weekends. The address is 27426 Navigation
Avenue, Valencia 91381. Call 661-203-3919.
Visitors can view model homes by driving around Confluence
Park. Its Lounge is open 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
Relax and take in lawn, garden areas and playground. Pools are
not yet open but can be viewed from here. They include resort-style and family pools, a competition pool, and a spa.
Pricing is from the $400,000s to the low $1.2 millions for available homes, which offer 720 to 3,723 square feet of living space
in detached and attached designs, with up to 6 bedrooms and up
to 5.5. baths. Versatile layouts appeal to a wide range of ages and
preferences.
Lennar offers multiple collections. Visit www.lennar.com or call
888-216-2494. For KB’s new homes of Clover, visit www.kbhome.
com or call 888-524-6637.
Toll Brothers offers Skylar luxury designs. Call 844-700-8655 or
visit www.tollbrothers.com. For Redmond by Richmond American, call 909-345-1143 and visit www.richmondamerican.com
Coming soon are Calla and Rowan by TriPointe Homes. Call 949339-3596 or email OC-LA@TriPointeHomes.com
The new community is served by the William S. Hart District for
junior high and high schools. Elementary school children will be
part of the Newhall School District or the Saugus School District.
Nearby are retail, dining and more leisure choices. Adjacency to
I-5 puts area work centers and regional destinations within easy
reach. Connectivity includes nearby access to Metrolink, freeways
and airports. See www.fivepoint.com.
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Alexander’s biggest challenge
Single mom loses job followed by autistic
son’s diagnosis of cancer a couple weeks later
By Emily Alvarenga
Signal Senior Staff Writer

As a single mother with
four disabled young adult
children, Santa Clarita
resident Deborah Nevarez
is used to working hard.
But after she lost her
job — just a couple of
weeks after her 21-yearold son, Alexander, was
diagnosed with classical
Hodgkin’s lymphoma —
she’s been working even
harder to provide for him
and the rest of her family.
“All that I have are my
kids,” Nevarez said, adding that without any family support, friends to
help, or a job, she’s been
searching for any assistance she can get. “Day
by day is a challenge at
times, (but) I am trying to
be strong for him.”

Alexander’s fight

Alexander has always
been a fighter, according
to his mother, who noted
that though he was diagnosed with autism at a
young age, he never let
it hold him back, singing
in choir since elementary
school.
It was his love of singing that led to his cancer
diagnosis, as the side of
his neck would start hurting when he sang.
A swollen neck led to
a trip to urgent care, but
doctors found nothing
at first — until the lump
grew.
Alexander turned 21
on July 29 and, just a few
weeks later, received his
cancer diagnosis. A bone
marrow biopsy found that
the cancer was stage 2 and
fortunately hadn’t spread.
Meanwhile, Nevarez
was terminated from her
job and learned her insurance would expire at the
end of September, just as
Alexander was set to begin chemotherapy.

Photo courtesy of Austin Dave

Witnesses survey the damage caused by a vehicle crashing through a beauty salon’s front glass window at a strip mall on Soledad Canyon Road on Friday.

Vehicle crashes into
beauty salon, 2 injured
Cause of the collision remains under investigation
By Caleb Lunetta
Signal Senior Staff Writer
Courtesy photo

(Above) Alexander Nevarez was recently diagnosed
with classical Hodgkin’s lymphoma. (Below) Nevarez receives chemotherapy following his diagnosis.
“I have been running
into walls trying to get
him covered by any insurance or Medi-Cal,”
she said, adding that it’s
been difficult to find
money to pay for her
rent, let alone his medical expenses. “I keep trying to keep him calm, but
he is so worried about
me not working and how
we are going to pay for
his treatments.”
While the diagnosis
put his life on hold, Alexander has always been

a hard worker and deserves a fighting chance,
Nevarez added.
“He has been displaying such a positive attitude towards the whole
thing,” she said. “I wish
I could take the pain he is
feeling away… With that
said, I am hoping only to
get through this with the
strength that he has and
with the positive vibes
that he is giving off.”
To donate to Alexander’s treatment, visit gofund.me/1a638159.

A vehicle crashed into
the front of a beauty salon on Friday, resulting
in two people being sent
to the hospital.
The report was received by the Los Angeles County Fire Department at 12:55 p.m. on
the 21000 block of Soledad Canyon Road.
“They did have a vehicle into a structure,”
said Fire Capt. Chiyoshi
Hasegawa. “At 1:08 p.m.
they added an additional
paramedic squad.”
The
vehicle
had
crashed through a beauty salon and appeared
to have come to a stop

HART

Continued from A1

DRAFT
GROUNDWATER
SUSTAINABILITY
PLAN MEETING

For the Santa
Clara Valley East
Groundwater
Subbasin

JOIN US FOR A REVIEW AND DISCUSSION
ON THE DRAFT PLAN FOR MANAGING GROUNDWATER
IN THE SANTA CLARITA VALLEY
The Draft Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP) was
presented to the SCV-GSA Board of Directors in October, and
a follow up discussion is scheduled for November 23. During
the follow up discussion additional details will be provided for
monitoring, evaluating, and responding to potential changes
to groundwater dependent ecosystems that could result from
groundwater pumping. Public comment provided to date will
be reviewed and new public comment be considered.

Tuesday, November 23, 2021
2:30 - 4:30 p.m.

By Zoom

Scan QR Code OR
join from a computer or device
https://scvwa.zoomgov.com/j/1605647992
Meeting ID: 160 564 7992
OR

By Phone

833 568 8864 (Toll Free)

Webinar ID: 160 564 7992

For more information, please visit scvgsa.org

native plants and animals,
a herd of American bison,
hiking and nature trails, a
large picnic area and buildings that had been personally used by William S.
Hart.
The City Council agenda
item states that being given ownership of the park,
located at 24151 Newhall
Ave., would assist the city
in cementing Main Street
as the community’s arts
and entertainment district,
as well as give the city additional opportunities for
events in the future.
“Santa Clarita would
welcome the chance to add
the park to our system and
explore new opportunities
for programming, activities, historical celebrations

Lottery
Powerball

3-16-48-52-60
Power: 1
Draw date: Wednesday, Nov. 17

Mega Millions

5-23-52-53-59 Mega: 18
Draw date: Friday, Nov. 19

Photo courtesy of Austin Dave

A tow truck operator examines the vehicle that crashed
through a beauty salon on Friday.
inside the business, after
having crashed through
the front window.
Two people were ultimately transported to the

hospital, Hasegawa said.
The cause of the collision remained under investigation as of the publication of this story.

and recreation,” Lujan
added.
“The city of Santa Clarita has made a substantial
investment in the revitalization of the Old Town
Newhall arts and entertainment district and has collaborated with the county
on events at Hart Park for
the past several years,”
L.A. County Supervisor
Kathryn Barger said in a
statement sent to The Signal on Friday. “While I
have not had an opportunity to review or discuss
their proposal, I am open
to the possibilities that will
continue to allow for the
enjoyment of this historic park for all those who
come to visit.”
If approved, the action
item would result in local
officials sending a letter
to Barger requesting that
the city and county begin

formal discussions on the
details surrounding the
transfer of ownership and
operations of William S.
Hart Regional Park to the
city of Santa Clarita.
“Should the City Council
approve the recommended
action and should the county agree to the concept,
staff will return to the City
Council at a later date with
a comprehensive report,”
reads the agenda item.
“This report would include
future financial obligations,
details on deed restrictions,
and the process and timeline to complete the transfer for the City Council to
review and consider.”
The regular meeting
for the Santa Clarita City
Council is set to take place
on Tuesday at 6 p.m. in the
City Council chambers located at 23920 Valencia
Blvd.

SuperLotto

Daily 3

Draw date: Wednesday, Nov. 17

Midday: 0-8-8
Evening: 9-9-6

11-13-42-43-44 Mega: 16

Fantasy 5

Draw date: Friday, Nov. 19

Draw date: Friday, Nov. 19

First: 10 - Solid Gold
Second: 12 - Lucky Charms
Third: 11 - Money Bags
Race Time: 1:40.67

3-13-14-29-33

Daily 4
4-5-2-4

Draw date: Friday, Nov. 19

Daily Derby

Olympian Bold

The Signal proudly publishes
SANTA CLARITA VALLEY

Local business and industry
stories are also available for
reading online at the SCV
Business Journal at
www.signalscv.com.

Business
Phone: 661-259-1234 • 25060 Avenue Stanford, Ste 141 Valencia, CA 91355
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Santa Clarita Valley Bar Association hosts awards gala

Apartments
on the move
Two SCV complexes sell for
more than $50M each

News release

Dan Watson/The Signal

The Santa Clarita Valley Bar Association held its annual Awards & Installation Gala at The Oaks Club in Stevenson Ranch on Wednesday. Honorable Eric C. Taylor, presiding judge of the Los Angeles Superior Court, performed the swearing-in ceremony of the 2022 SCV Bar Association executive board, which includes: President Jeffrey Armendariz, Secretary Corey Carter, Treasurer Robert Castillo, and members at large Barry Edzant,
Christine Reynolds Inglis, John Noland and Cody Patterson. The San Fernando Valley Bar Association liaison
is Christopher Warne and the immediate past president is Taylor F. Williams-Moniz. Additionally, award recipients include Susan A. Owen, managing partner at Owen Patterson & Owen, who won Lawyer of the Year, while
Vicki Engbrecht, former William S. Hart Union High School District superintendent, won the President’s Award.

Courtesy photo

Santa Clarita small business Wall Words specializes in inspiration and motivational quotes for businesses and
residences for walls and glass.

A wall is worth 1,000 words
Local business owner specializes in motivational quotes for businesses

By Emily Alvarenga
Signal Senior Staff Writer

As a first-time business
owner, Vivian Campo
learned quickly the value
of being a planner.
“You always have to
have plan A, B and C because you never know
what’s going to happen,”
said the owner of Wall
Words, a vinyl lettering
manufacturer.
It was a lesson only
heightened when the pandemic hit, and Campos
was forced to furlough
most of the staff, who were
like family to her, she said.

Business
owners: We
want your news
The Santa Clarita
Valley Business
Journal, a monthly
business-tobusiness publication
of The Signal,
is inviting local
businesses to
submit their news
for publication.
Opening a
new location?
Just promoted
someone to a new
position? Making
a big donation to a
nonprofit? Unveiling
a new product or
service? The SCV
Business Journal is
interested in your
news, and you are
invited to submit
your updates and
information by
emailing to: share@
signalscv.com.

That lesson was again
cemented in when the
Wall Words website was
held for ransom in March,
forcing Campos to invest
in building an entirely new
site in the midst of economic hardship.
A Latina woman who
grew up poor without family to support or guide her,
Campos started working at
the age of 15.
It was that philosophy of
hard work that has pushed
Campos to not give up,
even though the last year
and a half has been trying.
“It’s been a wild ride,
owning your own business,” Campos said.
“Owning Wall Words is
one of the greatest accomplishments I have made
in the steps I took to get
where I am today.”

Since 1997, Wall Words
has specialized in inspiration and motivational
quotes for businesses and
residences for walls and
glass.
Campos purchased the
business from its founder
Carrol Cardwell in 2017,
adding, “I had saved for
many years and it was an
opportunity that kind of
fell in my lap.”
With no knowledge
of the printing business,
Campos delved into learning all the aspects of the
business, its processes and
the industry, focusing on
customer satisfaction and
support as Cardwell had,
Campos said.
When the pandemic hit
and many lost their jobs,
Wall Words saw competition increase dramatically,

as people who were trying to figure out how to
make money bought their
own digital die-cutting
machines.
“It hit us very hard,”
Campos added. “Our sales
went down over 75% during COVID.”
Campos has applied for
federal assistance to no
avail and even started a
GoFundMe to help garner
any support she could.
Even so, Campos is
aware of how widespread
the struggles are and has
therefore created a special discount to small businesses who are also in trying times.
For more information,
visit wallwords.com.

Two apartment complexes in the Santa Clarita Valley sold recently
for more than $50 million apiece.
The Madison at Town
Center, a 130-unit apartment complex in Valencia, sold for $62 million, or $476,923 per
unit, while The Retreat,
a 148-unit apartment
complex in Santa Clarita, sold for $54.1 million, which represents
$365,540 per unit.
Institutional Property
Advisors, a subsidiary
of Marcus & Millichap,
negotiated the deal for
both complexes, with
IPA’s Kevin Green and
Joseph Grabiec, executive directors, and Gregory Harris, executive
managing director, representing the sellers and
procuring the buyers,
according to IPA news
releases.
“We ran an extremely
competitive process that
saw both institutional
and private capital competing,” Kevin Green,
IPA executive director,
said in a prepared statement regarding The Retreat complex sale. “The
winning bidder was a
private family office that
saw heightened value in
the stabilized nature of
the asset combined with
a proven and executable
renovation strategy that
could be replicated.”

The Retreat, located at
22900 Oak Ridge Drive,
has an average unit size
of 972 square feet, with
two pools, an outdoor
lounge space, fire pit,
barbecue area, fitness
center, clubhouse, business center, and recently
completed dog park.
“The Madison at
Town Center provides
residents with all aspects of first-class
apartment living, and
its pristine location and
convenient access to
the (Interstate 5) freeway sets this property
apart,” Harris said in the
statement regarding The
Madison. “Our strategic marketing campaign
garnered a competitive
bidding environment,
giving our client multiple credible buyers to
choose from.”
The Madison at Town
Center’s amenities include a heated pool,
fitness center, clubhouse, internet café and
24-hour maintenance
concierge.
“The Santa Clarita
Valley has some of the
strongest demographics in Southern California,” Grabiec added in
the statement. “The valley’s pro-business environment and ability to
attract employers supports a median income
of $102,381, which is
48% higher than the
rest of Los Angeles
County.”

Toll Bros unveil
new Valencia homes

News release

Toll Brothers announced recently its
newest community, Skylar by Toll Brothers, in
the Valencia planned
community.
The community of
85 luxury single-family homes is set to offer open-concept home
designs featuring up to
3,700 square feet of living space, with five bedrooms, 4.5 bathrooms
and two-car garages.
Pricing is anticipated to
start at $1.3 million.
“We are excited to
be a part of this incredible planned community in a prime location,”
Nick Norvilas, division
president of Toll Brothers in Los Angeles, said
in a prepared statement.

“Skylar by Toll Brothers brings new modern
home designs to the highly sought-after Valencia
area with its award-winning schools, great shopping and easy access to
the freeway. Plus, an array of design options will
allow our buyers to build
their perfect home.”
The Valencia planned
community is set to feature 2,000 EV charging
stations, while each Toll
Brothers home is expected to come with solar panels available for purchase
or lease, an EV charger in
each garage and dedicated neighborhood electric
vehicle space in addition
to the two-car garage.
For more information, visit SkylarByTollBrothers.com or call
844-700-8655.

Lucille Marie Abel (Fisher)
1927-2021

Lucille Marie
Abel was born
on January
27, 1927. She
passed away
on October 17,
2021.
Lucille is
predeceased by
her first husband, Merland (Sonny)
Fisher; daughter, Linda Fleishman;

son, Charles Fisher; and grandson,
Chad Fisher.
Lucille is survived by her husband, Eugene Abel; many loving
nieces, nephews, and friends, good
friend and loving neighbor, Frank
Alvizo and his children who will
miss their “Grandma Ceil”.
Funeral services will be held at
Eternal Valley Memorial Park on
Monday 11/22/21 at 10am.

The Signal, Saturday, November 20, 2021
Sign the Legacy online guestbook at www.signalscv.com.

To place an obituary notice or share
a memory please call or email:

TAKING CARE OF YOUR VOLVO

26951 Ruether Ave., Unit J, Santa Clarita, CA 91351

TEL: (661) 298-2784• www.valenciavolvo.com

661.287.5508 | obits@SignalSCV.com
To view obituaries visit SignalSCV.com
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Business

What’s your
company’s most
important asset?
I

f I gathered 10
CEOs in a room and
asked each their
most important asset, I
suspect human capital
would be in their top
three responses. Then,
my next question would
cause them to pause.
How much of your time
do you invest in this
essential asset in your
company? Likely, their
investment would not
match the relative importance of the asset.
An excellent article
in the Nov. 13 edition
of the Wall Street Journal titled “Record Quitting Fuels Tight Job
Market” describes the
impact of the pandemic
on the labor market.
“The U.S. economy has
had more than 10 million open jobs since
June, an extraordinary
stretch of imbalance
in that labor market
that also includes a record number of workers quitting their jobs.”
Many of you are experiencing this phenomenon, whether you’re a
CEO stressing that you
can’t fill your human
capital requirements,
or you’re a laborer who
chooses not to work the
way you did before the
pandemic.
How we work has
forever changed. It
was slowly evolving
as the dot com industries proved the virtual,
autonomous environment is fruitful. Now,
given the impact of the
pandemic, most CEOs
recognize that the artificial constraints imposed on labor before
— set work hours in a
brick-and-mortar office
setting — have little
effect on their company’s productivity or
quality of products and
services. Many companies saw vast improvements in output. How
can this be? Because
the old model advocated the control of labor
was reliant on proximity with team members
and management and
antiquated communication modes. Now, we
have face-to-face Zoom
meetings hundreds of
miles apart with management and distant coworkers while sitting in
pajama bottoms in our
homes, and we’re still
as productive or more
productive than when
we were in the office
setting!
This forced adaptation has jolted the labor market demands
and the mindset of
the traditional CEO.

Acknowledging the
shortage of job seekers and how your company will compete for
labor is critical to the
stability and growth
of your business. You
must exploit your creative approach for the
in-demand and limited
labor pool, and thinking
wages are their main
incentive would be foolish. Start thinking autonomy, flexibility, development, climate, and
leadership in addition to
competitive salaries are
the main motivational
drivers. All of these factors appeal singularly
or in combination to job
seekers, and this is what
will get you the human capital you need to
sustain and grow your
business.
The starting point is
how you present your
company to the labor
market. Too often, we
pay little attention to
the job announcement,
especially members
in the C-suite. Your
company’s posting hits
the marketplace, and
it’s full of descriptive
words and legalese that
describe the work, but
very little that attracts a
job seeker. There’s no
“WHY” or inspirational
words that connect the
seeker to your organization. Invest the time and
develop a job seekers’
marketing campaign
with the same intensity
as your highest-margin
and most sought-after
product or service in
the marketplace. Inform
the job seekers “WHY”
they should join your
team and make it compelling with action-oriented and value-laden
words.
Next, understand first
impressions count and
the positive ones sprout
trust that equate to organizational loyalty.
Your onboarding and
company indoctrination program must be
top-notch if you want to
retain the best. Generally, how you treat a new
employee when first
joining a company correlates with how long
they remain. Suppose
the leadership team
doesn’t invest the time
in emotionally connecting with a new member
by expressing gratitude
for joining the company, especially when
labor can choose from
so many job openings.
In that case, the leadership squanders a critical
bonding opportunity,
and they’ll pay for it in
employee turnover and

Victor Corral Martinez/The Signal

Boho Records and Rags has received a positive response from the community
since opening three years ago.

Paul
RAGGIO

COLUMNIST

low retention.
Companies must embrace post-pandemic
workforce expectations
and not hold onto old
work norms that have
little impact on productivity. Traditional 8 to 5
workdays in the office
setting are gone. When
the C-suite informs and
establishes work standards for this novel and
adaptive environment,
labor thrives. They’ve
proven they can be
more productive when
given the autonomy and
discretion on how best
to perform their work.
Accommodating flexible work hours as well
as remote workspace is
what attracts the postpandemic labor pool.
Compelling them to
join and stay requires
leaders to tell their employees the value they
bring to the company
and how they can grow.
Exceptional leaders continually adapt to
the changing environment. They also invest
their time and resources
in those critical assets
that determine the success or failure of their
business. All too often, though, the human
capital factor is underinvested, and companies struggle as a result.
These post-pandemic
times with widespread
industry labor shortages are a wake-up call
for leaders to rethink
their treatment of the
people component of
their business. Only
offering competitive
wages will not solve
your labor shortages.
Think out of the box, be
creative, flexible, compelling, and invest the
time required to attract
and retain the very best
people who create and
sustain your success.
This is how you lead,
think, plan, and act!
Now, let’s get after it.
Retired Col. Paul A.
Raggio is co-owner,
with his sister Lisa, of
One True North INC
Leadership and Business Coaching Solutions. Paul and Lisa
mentor and coach business owners on leadership and management
principles in achieving
and sustaining their
business growth and
profitability goals. He
can be reached at paulraggio@actioncoach.
com.

Small Business Saturday
is right around the corner
By Victor Corral Martinez
Signal Staff Writer

Small Business Saturday takes place on Nov.
27, the Saturday following Thanksgiving and
Black Friday, as part of
a local and national effort to encourage people to patronize small
businesses.
American Express initially conceived of Small
Business Saturday to
help small businesses
in 2010, and the following year the U.S. Senate passed a resolution
to support and increase
awareness of locally
owned small businesses.
According to the U.S.
Small Business Administration, there are more
than 4.2 million small
businesses in California,
making up 99.8% of all
California
businesses.
Additionally, small businesses employ 7.3 million employees, a total
of 48.2% of all California employees. The SBA
reported retail and restaurant businesses generated nearly $20 billion in
2020.
Ivan Volschenk, president of the Santa Clarita
Valley Chamber of Commerce, said Small Business Saturday celebrates
small businesses and encourages people to shop
locally for the holiday
season.
“It’s a relatively new
holiday, obviously, coming between Black Friday and Cyber Monday
… So it’s important to
support the local businesses that would be
offering good deals,”
Volschenk said.
Small businesses are
the backbone of the
economy locally and
nationally, so sales can
be boosted by the special day, according to
Volschenk.
American
Express,
in addition to creating
the day to support small
businesses, provides a
map of small businesses participating in Small
Business Saturday.
Additionally, American Express offers opportunities for businesses to register their listing
and participate with additional free resources

from the “shop small”
website. The one stipulation is a business must
accept American Express credit cards and be
in a specific industry, but
there’s no charge to list a
business on the map.
“You can create custom fliers that have social media assets and you
can download from their
website to encourage
people to use those and
not having [businesses]
spend money on their
own marketing people to
do that,” Volschenk said
about the American Express “shop small” site.
Volschenk said the
SCV Chamber of Commerce has participated
in the past three years of
Small Business Saturday to advocate for local
small businesses.
“We’ve been a champion for the cause and
trying to rally small businesses to participate, as
well as create this [event]
for everybody to support local businesses,”
Volschenk said.
Rocket Fizz, a local
small business located at
24357 Main St. specializing in soda, candy and
novelty items, has seen
an increase in business
this year after a slowdown related to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Owner and operator
Greg Stoddard encourages people to shop at
his small business for the
experience and unique
selection of candy, gag
gifts and his large soda
varieties.
“Last year sucked obviously, because everything shut down. This
year has been the best
year I’ve had in five
years,” Stoddard said.
Stoddard said he likes

the idea of Small Business Saturday because
shopping local is essential for the local economy to keep money circulating in town.
“It’s important as it
keeps the money recycling in the local economy. It doesn’t send it off
somewhere else,” Stoddard said. “They come
in, pay me money, I pay
employees who live in
town here and they buy
stuff in town.”
Boho Records and
Rags, located at 24827
Railroad Avenue, is
owned and operated by
Steven Beeby and began three years ago with
a positive response from
the community.
“We took a gamble
opening this place, because we didn’t know
how the community
would react and if they’re
still interested in buying
records or not,” Beeby
said. “Luckily enough
there’s been a very positive response.”
An enthusiastic Beeby detailed his inventory of unique and original
pressings of vinyl records that are collectors’
items, in multiple musical genres
Supporting all businesses, not just small, is
important to Beeby because everyone’s trying
to survive. Even the local large businesses hire
many people who live in
the community and shop
local small businesses.
“It’s important for
small businesses, but
also, everyone rather
than just going out and
buying everything online
… it’s important to try
and support anyone that
is involved in the community,” Beeby said.

Victor Corral Martinez/The Signal

Rocket Fizz is one of many businesses participating
in Small Business Saturday.

FREE SERVICE FEE
WITH REPAIR

$90VALUE
EXPIRES 12-31-21

Since 1980

Lic# 488870

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFERS

FREE FILTER
WITH $99 A/C
OR HEATER TUNE UP
EXPIRES 12-31-21

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFERS

FREE ESTIMATE
FOR NEW A/C

707 Arroyo Ave #C San Fernando, CA. 91340

818-838-6168

teammorflow@hotmall.com • Visit us at MORFLOW.NET

$500 OFF — NEW SYSTEM REPLACEMENT
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFERS • OFFER EXPIRES 12-31-21

Sports

Email: sportstalk@signalscv.com
Twitter: @signalsports
Mail: 25060 Avenue Stanford, Ste 141
Valencia, CA 91355
Sports nightline: 661-254-8690
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Vikings survive and advance
Valencia defeats Chino Hills to secure spot in title game; Cameron Fontal kicks game-winning 39-yard FG
By Ryan Menzie
Signal Sports Writer

The Valencia Vikings
(7-4) are on their way to
the Division 5 CIF finals
after a resounding 24-21
victory against the Chino Hills Huskies (8-6) on
Friday.
The Vikings entered
the postseason as the
fourth-place team in the
Foothill League but have
emerged as the top team
from the Santa Clarita
Valley as they now look
to end their season as
every high school team
looks to end, with a CIF
championship.
“I’m just so proud of
the kids showing resiliency with our backs
against the walls the entire game,” said Vikings
head coach Larry Muir.
“The kids found ways to
fight it out to get those
yards to put us in the
game-winning position.
That comes back to our
kids struggling all year
and fighting all year long.
It takes a special group of
kids to do something like
this.”
The Huskies did their
fair share of damage,
producing three firsthalf sacks, and an interception by defensive
back and wide receiver
Tyrese Boss. However,
the Vikings were able to
gash open a score with a
79-yard rushing touchdown from running back
Daniel Hernandez midway through the second
quarter. The touchdown
would be the only score
of the first half.
On the first possession
out of halftime, the Huskies lead a huge drive,
which was capped off by
an 11-yard rushing touchdown by quarterback

Dan Watson/The Signal

Valencia wide receiver Zamondre Merriweather (4) reaches for a pass in the end zone against Chino Hills defender Stull Tyler (23) at Valencia High on Friday
Bobby Johnson. Johnson
accounted for 49 rushing
yards on the drive to tie
the game at 7, but took
a big hit in the end zone
and was taken out for the
rest of the game.
Vikings
quarterback
Trey Erickson would
throw his second interception of the game on
the ensuing possession,
which allowed the Huskies to capitalize with
another touchdown and
take their first lead of the
game midway through the

third quarter. This time
it was a 6-yard rushing

touchdown to Jemar
Jackson. Jackson would

finish the game with 82
rushing yards.

The Vikings and Erickson remained poised and
hit wide receiver Duhron
Goodman for a 67-yard
touchdown after the quarter break to tie the game
at 14. Two plays later,
Valencia defensive back
Jake Stauffer hauled in an
interception from backup
quarterback Perry Johnson and took it to the
house. The Vikings took
the lead, 21-14.
“I read my keys during
the play, it comes with
practice,” said Stauffer.
“I saw the end zone so I
just tried to make a play. I
love my team. I love football so we got to go 1-0
this week again.”
With the time winding
down, the Huskies were
able to answer back with
third-string quarterback
Keanu Vasquez, who
hit William Davis for a
6-yard score, tying the
game at 21 apiece.
The Vikings would
lead another methodical
drive and capped it off
with the eventual gamewinning 39-yard field
goal from Cameron Fontal. The Huskies would
connect on a huge 24yard pass to put them at
the Vikings’ 30-yard line,
but the Vikings held the
Huskies on fourth down
and closed out the game.
“I got in the first half
not doing my very best,
but I did everything I
could do for my teammates,” said Fontal. “It
was a relief to see the ball
go in. I tried to stay with
it despite missing the first
one in the first half. It was
extremely satisfying.”
Dan Watson/The Signal

Valencia running back
Daniel Hernandez (32)
breaks a tackle and runs
77 yards for a touchdown.

Cardinals complete dream season

Santa Clarita Christian defeats Skyline in four sets to claim first-ever CIF State Division V championship
By Jonathan Andrade
For The Signal

The chants in the Santiago Canyon College
gym grew louder.
Undefeated!
Undefeated!
Cardinal faithful hollered from the stands Friday night as the Santa
Clarita Christian girls’
volleyball team stormed
the court to celebrate
a four-set victory over
Skyline of Oakland in
the CIF State Division V
championship.
“I literally yelled at
Olivia (Caldwell), ‘Am
I dreaming? Did we
win?’” said senior Ella
Banke of the pandemonium that ensued. “It’s
definitely so surreal and
so amazing.”

The Cardinals, who
finished the season an
unblemished 37-0 record, bested Skyline
28-26, 25-15, 18-25,
28-26 to claim Santa
Clarita Christian’s firstever girls state title.
The state crown was
the perfect finish (pun
intended) to a magical
season for the Cardinals,
who were so dominant
that they only dropped
four sets the entire
season.
Santa Clarita Christian managed to close
out a tightly contested
first frame on a fourth set
point before easily taking a two-set lead in the
second.
The Cardinals sensed
victory was near, but
Skyline wasn’t going

quietly. A rowdy crowd
willed life into the Titans, who stormed to a
16-8 advantage before
Santa Clarita Christian
would snap out of the apparent daze. While the
Cardinals were able to
narrow the deficit, Skyline would ultimately claim the third set to
force a fourth frame.
“We were a little relaxed, and they just came
out better than ever,” senior Nevaeh Phillips said
of the third set. “We were
able to get it together.”
The teams exchanged
points and leads in the
fourth, staying within
four points of each other throughout the frame.
With Skyline leading 2625, Santa Clarita Christian rattled off three

straight points to close
out the championship
bout.
“Rallying to win it in
extra points was huge,”
said head coach Darcy
Brown. “It showed their
determination and their
grit. I’m super proud of
them.”
Phillips powered the
Cardinals with a matchhigh 22 kills. Juniors
Hannah Shaffer and
Kaysa Brown added 15
and 10 kills, respectively. Banke, Caldwell
and junior Bethany Wilson bolstered the attack.
Dakota Rappleye and
Chaney Brooks contributed on defense.
After players and
coaches gleefully posed
for photos with their new
medals and trophy, the

Cardinals were greeted
by a cheer tunnel comprised of parents, siblings, classmates and
friends. Tears flowed as
congratulations filled the
air of the cramped gymnasium lobby.
“We really wanted
this,” Banke said. “We
wanted to prove to not
only each other but to
our families, our friends,
our peers at home that
this is what we’ve been
working for, for the past
two years.”
Banke said the nerves
she felt at school earlier in the day from being
sent off by a gym full of
ecstatic supporters had
finally worn off. Gone
with it was the self-imposed pressure of capping the perfect season.

These Cardinals are
— and always will be
remembered as — undefeated state champs.
“Everything on Facebook and Instagram, it
just felt like the whole
town was behind us,”
said Olivia Caldwell, a
senior. “Even schools we
played earlier in the year
wanted to root for us. It
showed our community
is amazing.”
As the well-traveled
Cardinal crowd continued to congratulate the
champs in the corridor,
Phillips paused to savor
the moment.
“I definitely wanted
to have the last match
be a win, something to
remember,” the senior
said. “I think this is the
best way to end it.”

PROUD SPONSOR OF SIGNAL SPORTS

GOLDEN VALLEY
19159 Golden Valley Road
The Plaza at Golden Valley
(661) 250-0400

SAUGUS
26510 Bouquet Canyon Road
Bouquet Center Shopping Center
(661) 296-1910

VALENCIA
24453 Magic Mountain Pkwy
River Oaks Shopping Center
(661) 222-9310

CANYON COUNTRY
19138 Soledad Canyon Road
Canyon Country Plaza
(661) 252-5010

VALENCIA
23872 Copper Hill Drive
Tesoro Village Shopping Center
(661) 775-6288

VALENCIA
25660 The Old Road
Valencia Marketplace
(661) 253-1600
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ITEMS FOR SALE

JOBS

REAL ESTATE

PUBLIC NOTICES

PUBLIC NOTICES

PUBLIC NOTICES

ANTIQUES AND
COLLECTIBLES

nalism. We are looking for enthusiastic, creative and hardworking
individuals who are comfortable
collaborating in a multimedia
newsroom. Positions include
news/general assignment, sports
and features. Experienced and
entry-level candidates welcome.
We are a growing company that
has several media products including The Signal daily newspaper and a vibrant and continuously updated website. Send
resume and cover letter to Editor
Tim Whyte at jobs@signalscv.
com

& references. Elec/Water/Trash
incl. Propane not incl. $1475/mo.
661-714-4877.

the energy services agreement
will be less than the anticipated
marginal cost to the District
of thermal, electrical, or other
energy that would have been
consumed by the District in
the absence of purchasing the
energy improvements through
CalSHAPE.
The public hearing will take
place at the Board of Trustees’ regularly scheduled public
meeting on Wednesday, December 8, 2021 at 7:00 p.m. at the
District Board Room located at
27000 Weyerhaeuser Way, Canyon Country, California 91351.
Persons seeking information
concerning the energy services
contract should contact:
Assistant Superintendent, Business Services - Sulphur Springs
Union School District 27000
Weyerhaeuser Way, Canyon
Country, California 91351
Prior to the December 8, 2021
meeting of the Board of Trustees
of the Sulphur Springs Union
School District.
Published November 16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27,
30 & December 1, 2 & 3 2021

without a hearing.
NOTICE OF HEARING
DATE: 1/13/22
TIME: 8:30 am.
DEPT: F47
A copy of this ORDER TO SHOW
CAUSE shall be published at
least once each week for four
successive weeks prior to the
date set for hearing on the petition in the following newspaper
of general circulation, printed in
this county, Santa Clarita Valley
Signal, 25060 AVE STANFORD
141, VALENCIA CA 91355
DATED NOV 18, 2021.
DAVID B GELFOUND,
Judge of the Superior Court of
California, County of Los Angeles
CHATSWORTH COURTHOUSE,
9425 Penfield Ave., Chatsworth,
CA 91311
Published: The Signal 11/20,
11/27, 12/4, 12/11 2021

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAMES

Antique Sango China
Granada Pattern
12 place settings + serving
pieces. Perfect condition. In
storage for 40 years. Replacement value over $1000 - asking $450. 661-297-3763

SERVICES
BUSINESS SERVICES

JOBS
HELP WANTED
EXCITING TIME TO JOIN a great
team with great benefits. Come
apply daily 8-5 at Atria Santa
Clarita, 24431 Lyons Ave, or
atriacareers.com. Competitive
Wages
HIRING

Seeking full-time laborers to
join our team at Agua Dulce
Movie Ranch. $15/hour. Pay
negotiable. Please contact Corin at (661)904-7656 or corinfix@sosfilmworks.com

LOOKING FOR MULTIMEIDA
ACCOUNT MANAGERS
The Santa Clarita Valley Signal is
expanding its multimedia sales
team! We are looking for energetic, personable, driven team
players to provide unique advertising solutions to businesses in
the SCV and beyond! The successful candidate will be able
to assess advertisers specific
needs and build lasting relationships with targeted advertising
campaigns. Other requirements
include excellent verbal communication, computer, and organizational skills, as well as the
ability to meet tight deadlines
and sales goals. Compensation
package includes base + commissions; medical, dental, vision
and life insurance. If interested,
please email your cover letter
and resume to jobs@signalscv.
com

REAL ESTATE
HOMES FOR SALE
OPEN HOUSE SATURDAY

NOVEMBER 20. 12:00-3 pm

CIRCULATION SALES
The Santa Clarita Valley Signal is
looking for a part time circulation
salesperson.
This position involves going door
to door and /or conducting newspaper sales outside stores and
events. You can set your own
hours, but must have good communication skills. Send resume
to jobs@signalscv.com

Beautiful upgraded home in
the Brock Cyn Neighborhood,
4 bdrms, 2 full baths, 1 partial bath • 1,927 sqft • 5,050
sqft lot. $765K. Mike Emerson, 661.434.9339, Century
21_Everest DRE# 02028082

FOR RENT
JOURNALISTS
NEEDED
The Santa Clarita Valley Signal
seeks journalists who are passionate about community jour-

GUEST HOUSE
FOR RENT
Agua Dulce, near Davenport/
Sierra Hwy. Single person only
w/a quiet lifestyle. Female pref.
Must have good credit report

PUBLIC NOTICES
LEGAL NOTICES
NOTICE OF
PUBLIC HEARING
The Los Angeles County (“County”) Hearing Officer will conduct
a public hearing to consider the
project described below. You
will have an opportunity to testify, or you can submit written
comments to the planner below
or at the public hearing. If the
final decision on this proposal
is challenged in court, testimony may be limited to issues
raised before or at the public
hearing. Hearing Date and Time:
Tuesday, December 21, 2021 at
9:00 a.m. Hearing Location: 320
West Temple St., Rm. 150, Los
Angeles, CA 90012, and Online.
Please note that due to the COVID-19 pandemic, a virtual public
hearing may be held. County facilities may still be closed to the
public at this time. Visit http://
planning.lacounty.gov/ho and
select hearing date for more
information. Project & Permit:
Project No. 2019-001648-(5),
Conditional Use Permit (CUP)
No. RPPL2019003043 Project
Location: 16408 Sierra Highway within the Santa Clarita
Valley Planning Area CEQA
Categorical Exemption: Class 1
(Existing Facilities) Project Description: Request for a CUP to
allow the continued operation
and maintenance of an existing
27-space mobile home park,
with no physical changes or
improvements proposed, in the
C-3 (General Commercial) and
A-1-10,000 (Light Agricultural
– 10,000 Square Foot Minimum
Required Lot Area) Zones pursuant to Sections 22.16.030 and
22.20.030 of the County Code.
For more information contact
Anthony M. Curzi , 320 W. Temple St., Los Angeles, CA 90012.
Telephone: (213) 974-6411,
E-mail:
planner@planning.
lacounty.gov. Case materials are
available online at http://planning.lacounty.gov/case. All correspondence received by DRP
shall be considered a public record. If you need reasonable accommodations or auxiliary aids,
contact the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) Coordinator at (213) 974-6488 (Voice) or
(213) 617-2292 (TDD) with at
least 3 business days’ notice.
Si necesita más información por
favor llame al (213) 974-6411.
11/20/21
CNS-3531041#
THE SIGNAL (SANTA CLARITA)
NOTICE OF
PUBLIC HEARING
Notice is hereby given that
pursuant to Government Code
section 4217.12, the Board of
Trustees of the Sulphur Springs
Union School District will hold
a public hearing to receive and
consider comments from the
public on the proposed adoption of a resolution to authorize
entering into an energy services contract for the District’s
proposed CalSHAPE ventilation
program. The Board of Trustees intends to adopt findings
that provide that the cost to the
District to implement the energy related improvements per

NOTICE OF SALE
OF PERSONAL PROPERTY
Notice is hereby given that
under and pursuant to the law
made and provided, the undersigned, Antje Earles of Edd’s
Mini Storage Address: 17369
Sierra Hwy, Canyon Country,
California 91351 will sell at
public auction at said Edd’s Mini
Storage at 10 o’clock AM on the
2nd Day of December, 2021 The
following described personal
property or so much thereof as
may be
necessary to satisfy a lien due
the undersigned for rent and incidentals incurred at said Edd’s
Mini Storage together with costs
of advertising and expenses of
sale.
Description: Unit Owner Amount
Due
15 WINTERS, JOE $427 S9 MURALIDHARAN, FLOR $839
W36 SEUFFERT, HARMONY
$711
T9 MENESES, ILLIANNA $757
Z75 SMITH, DENISE $1172
Subject to prior settlement with
owner. Edd’s Mini Storage retains the right to refuse bids.
Dated this 17th day of November 2021.
The Signal 11/20 & 11/27
2021
Order to Show Cause
for Change of Name
Case Number 21CHCP00418
TO ALL INTERESTED
PERSONS:
1.) Petitioner, DANIEL FLORES
ROMERO
a.) (Present name) DANIEL
FLORES ROMERO
to (Proposed names DANIEL
FLORES
THE COURT ORDERS that all
persons interested in this matter
shall appear before this court at
the hearing indicated below to
show cause, if any, why the petition for change of name should
not be granted. Any person
objecting to the name change
described above must file a
written objection that includes
the reasons for the objection at
least two court days before the
matter is scheduled to be heard
and must appear at the hearing
to show cause why the petition
should not be granted. If no
written objection is timely filed,
the court may grant the petition

Request for Bids for
Santa Clarita Valley Water
Agency’s
ESFP Washwater Return and
Sludge Collection Project
The Santa Clarita Valley Water
Agency (SCV Water) is seeking
Bids from qualified Contractors
to construct two 620,000 gallon
washwater recovery basins, two
sludge vaults with submersible
pumps, a washwater basin effluent vault with vertical turbine pumps, a sludge gravity
thickener tank; a sludge drying
bed, associated electrical power
distribution, lighting, and instrumentation & controls; and site
work including a paved service
road and fencing, and all associated work (“Work”) as indicated in the Contract Documents.
Bids are due electronically on
PlanetBids by the date and
time identified in PlanetBids.
The electronic bid management
system will not accept late bids.
The Request for Bids is available
on our website at https://yourscvwater.com/index.php/bidopportunities/ under the Planet
Bids tab. Prospective bidders
must be registered on Planet
Bids to receive the Request for
Bids.
The Signal 11/13, 11/20 and
11/27
Request for Bids for
Santa Clarita Valley Water
Agency’s
Saugus 3 and 4 Wells Construction
(Replacement Wells) Project
The Santa Clarita Valley Water
Agency (SCV Water) is seeking
Bids from qualified Contractors
to construct two new potable
water wells with a targeted
operational production rate of
2,000 gallons per minute for
each well. The work includes,
but is not limited to drilling,
construction, development, and
testing of each new municipalsupply well and all associated
work (“Work”) as indicated in
the Contract Documents.
Bids are due electronically on
PlanetBids by the date and
time identified in PlanetBids.
The electronic bid management
system will not accept late bids.
The Request for Bids is available
on our website at https://yourscvwater.com/index.php/bidopportunities/ under the Planet
Bids tab. Prospective bidders
must be registered on Planet
Bids to receive the Request for
Bids.
The Signal 11/13, 11/20 and
11/27

Fictitious Business
Name Statement
File No. 2021 228416
First Filing
The following person(s) THE
WASH FACTORY, 18839 SOLEDAD CANYON ROAD, CANYON
COUNTRY, CA 91351
This business is conducted by a
CORPORATION.
The registrant(s) has/have not
commenced to transact business under the fictitious name
or names listed above. N/A
JAMA 30, INC. - OWNER
27946 HENRY MAYO DRIVE R7,
CASTAIC, CA 91384
MICHAEL AUGUSTA - PRESIDENT
Signature(s)
This statement was filed with
the County Clerk of Los Angeles
County on 10/20/2021
NOTICE - THIS FICTITIOUS
NAME STATEMENT EXPIRES
FIVE YEARS FROM THE DATE IT
WAS FILED IN THE OFFICE OF
THE COUNTY CLERK. A NEW
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT MUST BE FILED
PRIOR TO THAT DATE. The filing of this statement does not
of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights
of another under federal, state,
or common law (See Section
14400 et seq., Business and
Professions Code)
The Signal 10/30, 11/6, 11/13
& 11/20 2021
PUBLIC NOTICE
Child Care Notice - It is a
misdemeanor to offer child care
in your own home unless you are
a licensed child care operator. The
legislation for child care without a
license is applicable to people who
offer child care to ONE family. In
the interest of public service and
the safety of the children of the
Santa Clarita Valley, The Signal will
be using the following guidelines
in child care advertisements: 1.
The license number of the child
care provider must appear in the
advertisement. 2. Non licensed child
care providers must state “Nonlicensed” in their advertisements.
3. Advertisers may only put license
pending if the word unlicensed also
appears in their advertisements.
Fair Housing Notice - All real
estate / room rentals advertised
herein is subject to the Federal
Fair Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference,
limitation
or
discrimination
based on race, color, religion,
sex, disability, familial status or
national origin or intention to make
any such preferences, limitation or
discrimination. The Signal does not
knowingly accept any advertising
for roommates/real estate which
is in violation of the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity
basis. Dept of Housing and Urban
Development 800-347-3739.
Contractors Notice - California
Law requires that contractors
taking jobs that total $500+
(labor or materials) be licensed
by the Contractors State License
Board. State law also requires
that contractors include their

Today’s Weather
Local 5-Day Forecast
Sat
11/20

Sun
11/21

Mon
11/22

Tue
11/23

Wed
11/24

80/58

78/57

74/54

74/47

73/49

NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE

Annual precipitation

(From Oct. 1 through Sept. 30)

Newhall Pass station:

0.36”

Reading taken 3:56 p.m. Friday.
TEMPERATURE
Friday low
OBSERVATIONS
50° at 2:57 a.m.
TEMPERATURE HISTORY November 20
Today Normal Record
High 79°
58°
N/A
Low
52°
43°
N/A

SCV air quality

Moderate

Lancaster
72/37

Friday high
72° at 1:57 p.m.

11/20/20
65°
48°
Sunrise: 6:30 a.m.
Sunset: 4:46 p.m.
Duration: 10:16 hr
Moonrise: 5:45 p.m.
Moonset: 8:40 a.m.
Duration: 14:55 hr

Santa Clarita
80/59
Ventura
64/56

Chatsworth
77/60
Los Angeles
69/52

Classifieds
PUBLIC NOTICES

PUBLIC NOTICES

PUBLIC NOTICES

license number on all ads. You can
check the status of your licensed
contractor at www.cslb.ca.gov
or 800-321-2752. Unlicensed
contractors taking jobs that total
less than $500 must state in their
ads that they are not licensed by the
Contractors State License Board.

Direct questions to: Contractors
State License Board, 9821 Business
Park Dr, Sacramento, CA 95827.
Sale of Animals - Title 10 Section
of the LA County Code: no one may
breed dogs or cats in the County of
LA without a license. Even so-called
hobby breeders are required to be

licensed. An advertisement for the
sale or adoption of an animal shall
include the animal facility license
number or breeding number of the
seller. County of Los Angeles, Dept
of Animal Care and Control 562728-4610 animalcare.lacounty.gov.

ANNOUNCEMENT

MEDICAL/HEALTH

LONG DISTANCE
MOVING: Call today
for a FREE QUOTE
from America’s Most
Trusted Interstate
Movers. Let us take
the stress out of
moving! Speak to a
Relocation Specialist,
call 1-844-857-1737

NEW AUTHORS
CABLE/INTERNET/
WANTED! Page
SATELLITE TV
Publishing will help you
self-publish your own AT&T Internet. Starting
book. FREE author
at $40/month w/12-mo
submission kit! Limited agmt. Includes 1 TB of
offer! Why wait? Call
data per month. Get
now: 1-855-667-0380
More For Your HighSpeed Internet Thing.
UPDATE YOUR
Ask us how to bundle
HOME with Beautiful
and
SAVE! Geo & svc
New Blinds &
Shades. FREE
restrictions apply. Call
in-home estimates
us today 1-855-397make it convenient
Eliminate gutter
7909.
to
shop
from
cleaning forever!
home.
Professional
LeafFilter, the most
DIRECTV - Watch
installation. Top
advanced debrisyour favorite live
quality - Made in the
blocking gutter
sports, news and
USA. Call for free
protection. Schedule
entertainment
consultation: 1-877a FREE LeafFilter
anywhere. More
438-0330. Ask about
estimate today. 15%
top premium
our specials!
off Entire Purchase.
channels than DISH.
10% Senior & Military
AUTOS WANTED
Restrictions apply. Call
Discounts. Call 1-855IVS - 1-888-641-5762.
424-7581
DONATE YOUR CAR,
BOAT OR RV
FINANCIAL
TO HELP HOMELESS
Become a Published
SERVICES
PETS.
Author. We want
PETS ALIVE IS A
to Read Your
Over
$10K in Debt?
CALIFORNIA, 501-C-3
Book! Dorrance
Be debt free in 24 to
NONPROFIT.
Publishing-Trusted by
48 months. No upfront
GUARANTEED TAX
Authors Since 1920
fees to enroll. A+ BBB
DEDUCTIONS.
Book manuscript
PAPERWORK
rated. Call National
submissions currently
EXPERTS, FREE
Debt Relief 1-888-231being reviewed.
QUOTE AND PICK UP.
4274.
Comprehensive
ASK ABOUT FREE
Services: Consultation,
7 DAY VACATION
INSURANCE
OR $200 VISA GIFT
Production, Promotion
CARD.
and Distribution. Call
SAVE BIG on HOME
LAPETSALIVE.ORG
for Your Free Author`s
INSURANCE!
1-833-772-2632
Guide 1-877-538Compare 20 A-rated
9554 or visit http://
insurances companies.
BOOKS/
dorranceinfo.com/Cali
Get a quote within
PUBLICATIONS
minutes. Average
THIS SPACE
JFK vs. CIA
savings of $444/
CAN BE YOURS!
year! Call 1-844-410CALL 1-916-288-6011
www.jfkvscia.com
9609! (M-F 8am-8pm
or email cecelia@
Central)
cnpa.com
www.youtube.com/jfkcia

Lowest Prices on
Health Insurance. We
have the best rates
from top companies!
Call Now! 1-888-9894807

Bridge
Try to picture
the other hands
By Phillip Alder

The Senior Life Master was
sitting by the fire, sipping a hot
toddy and chatting with a new
member.
You have asked me (began
the SLM) how to improve your
game. Try to count every hand,
especially concentrating on highcard points. Also, sometimes it
helps to imagine sitting in an
opponent’s seat. Visualize that
player’s hand and ask yourself
what you would do. If you would
make one play, but this player does
something else, perhaps you have
pictured his hand incorrectly.
On the deal in the diagram, West
was Picabo Petersen, who did not
need to peekaboo, her bridge game
being almost as beautiful as she.
Her fiance, Biggles Blinkerton,
sat East. The auction was exciting.
Biggles opted to bid his five-card
major immediately, North cue-bid
two hearts to show a good hand
with spade support, and Picabo
loved to double her opponents.
Picabo led the club king and
shifted to the heart four, East
winning with the ace. Thinking
his partner had led her singleton
at trick one, Biggles returned the
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PETS
Use Happy Jack®
ToneKote on dogs &
cats to insure a warm
winter coat, prevent
shedding & eliminate
doggy odor. At Tractor
Supply® (www.
fleabeacon.com)
Use Happy Jack®
DD 33 to kill fleas &
ticks on dogs & cats
on contact. At Tractor
Supply® (www.
fleabeacon.com)
REAL ESTATE/
LOANS
RETIRED COUPLE
$1 MIL for business
purpose Real
Estate loans. Credit
unimportant. V.I.P.
Trust Deed Company
www.viploan.com
Call 1-818-248-0000
Broker-principal
DRE 01041073. No
Consumer Loans.
SENIOR LIVING
Looking for assisted
living, memory care,
or independent living?
A Place for Mom
simplifies the process
of finding senior living
at no cost to your
family. Call 1-844-7410130 today!

club four, hoping for a diamond
ruff in return. However, declarer
ruffed, drew trumps and claimed
10 tricks.
“Oh, Biggles!” wailed Picabo.
“How can I have the singleton
club king and king-third of hearts?
With that, I would have bid two
hearts immediately or supported
hearts over three clubs, not bid
three diamonds. My heart switch
must be a singleton. Just return
the heart 10 at trick three, and we
collect an 800-point penalty.
“But next time,” she continued,
“I will lead my singleton. Then
you can’t go wrong.”
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FoxTrot

By Bill Amend

taken care of and you are free to do emotional situations. Don’t get involved GEMINI (May 21-June 20) – Stick support. Do what you can to improve
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 2021
Assess what’s going on around you something enjoyable with someone in gossip or neglect to complete to the truth and ask questions if your life.
and embrace changes that will help special. Be honest.
important paperwork. Take the you think someone is withholding VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) – Control
you reformat your routine to fit your CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) – Don’t necessary steps to achieve your dreams. information. Educational pursuits will your emotions. When in doubt, be a
help you understand the ins and outs
lifestyle. It’s up to you to start doing take on too much. Look at what you are
good listener. Plan something special
ARIES (March 21-April 19) – Get

things that bring you peace of mind.
Refuse to let others push you in a
direction that doesn’t suit your needs.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) – Too much
of anything will weigh you down. Pass
along things you no longer use. Take
a strict approach to decluttering your
space and making it more conducive to
furthering your long-term goals.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) – Take
care of unfinished business. You’ll feel
better when your responsibilities are

up against and call in people you can
count on to help. Sharing and caring will
set the stage for a great day.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19) – Spend
time at home. Clear a space that will
allow you to pursue something that
interests you. Take charge of projects,
and delegate jobs to people you want to
work alongside.
PISCES (Feb. 20-March 20) – Leave
nothing to chance when dealing with

involved in something that will help
your community. Your input will lead to
an unexpected opportunity. Don’t take
risks that can lead to illness or injury. A
joint venture will be disappointing.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) – Embrace
change, go with the flow and navigate
your way through obstacles like a
pro. Use experience, intuition and
intelligence, and you will outmaneuver
any challenger or rival.

of something that interests you. Expand
your mind.
CANCER (June 21-July 22) – Find a way
to use your skills differently, and you’ll
come up with a shortcut that will help
you stay ahead of your workload. Sign
up for something unique, and it will give
you a needed boost.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) – Consider what’s
going on in your vicinity and voice your
opinion. Anger won’t solve anything,
but a valid suggestion will help you win

for you and a loved one. An affectionate
gesture is encouraged. A proposal may
be slightly misleading.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) – Take nothing
and no one for granted. Ask questions
and address anything that might pose
a problem for you. Know what you are
up against, and you’ll figure out a way
to succeed.
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